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Agenda 

 
Contact Officer: Steve Culliford, Democratic Services Officer 
Tel: 07895 213735 

 

E-mail: democratic.services@southandvale.gov.uk 
 
Date: 9 August 2022 
 
Website: www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk 

 
 

 

A MEETING OF THE 
 

Planning Committee 

 

WILL BE HELD ON WEDNESDAY 17 AUGUST 2022 AT 7.00 PM 
 

FIRST FLOOR MEETING SPACE, 135 EASTERN AVENUE, MILTON PARK, 
OX14 4SB 
 

You can watch this meeting via this weblink: 
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTj2pCic8vzucpzIaSWE3UQ 
 
If you are attending in person you will need to bring a portable device, such as a laptop 
or tablet to listen to and watch the meeting. You will also need to bring a 
headset/headphones. 

 
 

Members of the Committee: 

Max Thompson (Chair) 

Val Shaw (Vice-Chair) 
Ron Batstone 
Cheryl Briggs 
 

Jenny Hannaby 
Diana Lugova 
Robert Maddison 
 

Mike Pighills 
Janet Shelley 
 

 
Substitutes Councillors 

Jerry Avery 
Paul Barrow, Dr 
Nathan Boyd 
Andy Cooke 

Amos Duveen 
Hayleigh Gascoigne 
Alison Jenner 
Ben Mabbett 

Sarah Medley 
Elaine Ware 

 

Alternative formats of this publication are available on request.  These include 
large print, Braille, audio, email and easy read. For this or any other special 
requirements (such as access facilities) please contact the officer named on this 
agenda.  Please give as much notice as possible before the meeting. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCTj2pCic8vzucpzIaSWE3UQ
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1.  Chair's announcements   

 
To receive any announcements from the chair, and general housekeeping matters. 

 
2.  Apologies for absence   

 
To record apologies for absence and the attendance of substitute members.   

 
3.  Minutes  (Pages 4 - 8) 

 
To adopt and sign as a correct record the Planning Committee minutes of the 
meeting held on 27 July 2022.   
 
4.  Declarations of interest   

 
To receive declarations of disclosable pecuniary interests, other registrable interests 
and non-registrable interests or any conflicts of interest in respect of items on the 
agenda for this meeting. 

 
5.  Urgent business   

 
To receive notification of any matters which the chairman determines should be 
considered as urgent business and the special circumstances which have made the 
matters urgent.   
 
6.  Public participation   

 
To receive any statements from members of the public that have registered to speak 
on planning applications which are being presented to this committee meeting.   

 
 

Planning applications 
 

All the background papers, with the exception of those papers marked 
exempt/confidential (e.g. within Enforcement Files) used in the following reports 
within this agenda are held (normally electronically) in the application file (working 
file) and referenced by its application number.  These are available to view at the 
Council Offices (135 Milton Park, Milton) during normal office hours. 
 
Any additional information received following the publication of this agenda will be 
reported and summarised at the meeting. 
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Summary index of applications 

 

 Site Address Proposal Application No Page. 

 
     
7.  P22/V0286/FUL 

- Land at Grove 
Road, Grove   

Erection of a Class E retail foodstore 
with associated car parking, access, 
landscaping and associated 
engineering works. Amended 
highways, drainage and ecology 
details received 3 May 2022.   

P22/V0286/FUL 9 - 69 

 

     
8.  P21/V3542/FUL 

- 3 Cornmarket, 
Faringdon, SN7 
7HG   

Change of use of Red Lion Public 
House, to mixed use development of 
Use Class E on ground floor and Use 
Class C3 on first, plus associated 
minor external alterations to window / 
door positions and external 
landscaping. 
As amplified by: 
(Viability report rec 3 Feb 2022) 
(Amended and additional plans rec 22 
June 2022) 
(Amended ground floor plan rec 29 
June 2022) 

P21/V3542/FUL 70 - 85 

 

     
9.  P21/V3543/LB - 

3 Cornmarket, 
Faringdon, SN7 
7HG   

Change of use of Red Lion Public 
House, to mixed use development of 
Use Class E on ground floor and Use 
Class C3 on first, plus associated 
minor external alterations to window / 
door positions and external 
landscaping. 
As amplified by: 
(Viability report rec 3 Feb 2022) 
(Amended plans rec 22 June 2022) 
(Amended ground floor plan rec 29 
June 2022) 

P21/V3542/LB 86 - 96 

 

     
10.  P22/V1129/FUL 

- 29 Colley 
Wood, 
Kennington, 
OX1 5NF   

Change of use of the existing 6-
person House in Multiple Occupation 
(HMO) (Use Class C4) to an 8-person 
HMO (Sui Generis) facilitated the 
extension of the dropped kerb.   

P22/V1129/FUL 97 - 117 

 

 
 
Patrick Arran 
Head of Legal and Democratic 
 



Minutes 

of a meeting of the 

Planning Committee 

 
held on Wednesday 27 July 2022 at 7.00pm 
135 Eastern Avenue, Milton Park, OX14 4SB 
 

 

Open to the public, including the press 
 

Present in the meeting room:  
Councillors: Max Thompson (Chair), Val Shaw (Vice-Chair), Ron Batstone, 
Jenny Hannaby, Diana Lugova, Mike Pighills, Janet Shelley and Robert Maddison 
Officers: Martin Deans, Candida Mckelvey, Stuart Walker, Ben Silverthorne and Kerry 
Street 
 

Remote attendance: 
Public: 3 
 
 

1. Chair's announcements    
 
Chair opened the meeting with general housekeeping matters for hybrid meetings. 
 

2.     Apologies for absence    
 

Apologies were received from Councillor Cheryl Briggs. 
 

3.     Minutes    
 
RESOLVED: The committee agreed that the Planning Committee minutes of the meetings 
held on 11 May, 22 June and 6 July 2022 were a correct record, and the chair will sign 
them as such. 
 

4.     Declarations of interest    
 
Councillor Ron Batstone declared that, as ward member for item seven, P22-V0550-O-
SW, he would not participate in discussion or voting for this item. 
 

5.     Urgent business    
 
None. 
 

6.     Public participation   
 
The committee had received a list of public speakers prior to the meeting.  
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Vale of White Horse District Council – Planning Committee Minutes - Wednesday, 27 July 2022  

7.      P22-V0550-O-SW: Land East of Grove East of the A338 Station 
Road North of Tulwick Lane, Grove    
 

Committee considered an outline planning application (with all matters reserved except for 
access into the site) for up to 300 dwellings and provision of public open space including 
associated landscape planting with associated infrastructure, drainage measures and 
earthworks and all other associated works (as amended by plans and information received 
24 June 2022), on land east of Grove, east of the A338, Station Road, north of Tulwick 
Lane, Grove. 
 
Consultations, representations, policy and guidance, and the site’s planning history were 
detailed in the officer’s report, which formed part of the agenda pack for the meeting. 
 
Officer shared a presentation with committee. Five further letters of objection were 
received since the report was written, and a further letter from Stagecoach who reiterated 
concern over lack of convenient stopping facilities for public transport, which would 
encourage reliance on private vehicles, which was contrary to current local and national 
policy.  
 
The report detailed the objections raised by multiple consultees. Officers from the planning 
department assessed the application on its own merits, and in considering the adopted 
Local Plan and the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF), officers concluded that 
the district has a five-year housing land supply, and the housing policies in the 
development plan can be given full weight. The proposal conflicted with the development 
plan, and the tilted balance in the NPPF did not apply. The NPPF was clear that where an 
application conflicted with a current local plan, permission should not be granted. There 
were further concerns detailed in the report. The officer advised refusal of the application 
as per the reasons set out in the report. 
 
Two public speakers were present.  
Mr Murray Cox spoke in support of the application on behalf of the applicant. Mr Murray 
Cox spoke of the beneficial transport links, and also defended the applicants view on the 
five-year housing land supply, stating that within Science Vale, the housing supply was 
lower. Speaker explained that this was a sustainable area that could support achieving 
housing land supply. 
 
Clarification was given from planning officer regarding the council’s certainty over the five-
year housing land supply. 
 
Committee asked the speaker about the concerns over the lack of transport assessment, 
landscaping and archaeological work. Also concern over the lack of Section 106 
agreement. Speaker replied that there was no impediment to S106 agreement, and that 
the applicant had felt that they had given enough response to the other concerns. 
 
Councillor Batstone, a local ward member, spoke in support of the officer’s 
recommendation to refuse the application, due to it being an unallocated site and contrary 
to the Local Plan Part 1 and 2. There would be an impact to the landscape and the local 
parish had objected. We did have a five-year land supply, so Part 1 and 2 of the Local 
Plan should apply. Oxfordshire County Council Highways had objected due to proximity to 
a very busy road which could be a risk to pedestrians, especially if there were traffic 
management measures put in place such as lower speed limit and pelican crossings, 
making more congestion and related problems.  
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Councillor Batstone did not take part in the debate or vote on this matter, as declared. 
 
The committee were welcomed to ask questions of the officer. Committee asked for further 
clarification of the five-year housing land supply. The officer responded that details were 
outlined in the report and also the published land supply statement of 2021 confirmed this. 
Current position was that there was a five-year housing land supply. 
 
County Council Highways department had multiple concerns including access. Officer 
responded that their concerns were still valid but could have been removed if further 
information was provided by the applicant. 
 
Concern was raised about provision of schooling in the area. Complaints had been 
received already about dangerous conditions on the A338. Officer explained that 
education and health funding (S106) could alleviate those concerns. 
 
Committee moved into debate. A motion was moved and seconded, to support the officer’s 
recommendation to refuse planning permission based on the reasons given in the officer’s 
report, especially as this was an unallocated site, and there was no evidence given against 
the opinion of officers that there was a five-year housing land supply. Members during 
debate did raise concern over landscaping and the other negative impacts listed in the 
recommendation. The motion was declared carried on being put to the vote. 
 
RESOLVED: to refuse planning permission for application P22/V0550/O for the following 
reasons: 
 
1. This was an unallocated site beyond the built-up area of Grove and the proposal would 
extend development onto land forming part of the wider open countryside in a manner 
which did not accord with the District Council's strategy for growth as set out in the 
Development Plan. The proposal was therefore contrary to the adopted Vale of White 
Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1, core policies 3, 4 and 15, the Vale of White Horse Local 
Plan 2031 Part 2, core policies 4a and 15a, and to advice within the National Planning 
Policy Framework, including paragraphs 11 and 15. 
 
2. The site was located beyond the eastern extent of Grove, in an intact part of the wider 
rural landscape, highly visible from public viewpoints. It was the Local Planning Authority’s 
opinion that the proposal would adversely impact the quality of this part of the landscape in 
respect of character and settlement pattern and would cause harm. The proposal was 
therefore contrary to core policy 44 of the adopted Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 
Part 1 and to advice within the National Planning Policy Framework, including paragraphs 
130 and 174. 
 
3. The submitted application had failed to provide sufficient information to fully assess the 
impacts of the proposal on archaeology. In the absence of field evaluation information 
(including trial trenching) to prove otherwise, the proposed development was therefore 
contrary to core policy 39 of the adopted Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1, 
development policy 39 of the adopted Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2 and to 
advice within the National Planning Policy Framework, including paragraph 194. 
 
4. The submitted application had failed to provide sufficient information to fully assess the 
impacts of the proposal on the highway network and to determine the suitability of 
development access. As such the application was unable to demonstrate that the impact 
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upon the highway network would not be severe, as required by Paragraph 111 of the 
National Planning Policy Framework and 
the application was therefore contrary to policy development policy 16 of the Local Plan 
2031 Part 2. 
 
5. In the absence of a s.106 agreement relating to the provision of affordable housing and 
financial contributions towards public transport, education, public art, street naming, waste 
bin provision, household waste and recycling centres and the provision of and 
management of public open spaces and play areas, the proposal would place increased 
pressure on these facilities and fail to provide the environmental, social, and recreational 
services needed to support this development. This was considered contrary to core 
policies 7, 24, 33 and 35 of the Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and 
development policies 20, 28 and 33 of the Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2. 
 
Informatives: 

1. The third reason for refusal could be overcome by the submission of an 
archaeological field evaluation. 

 
2. The fourth reason for refusal could be overcome by the submission of up-to-date 

transport assessment information, with methodology and traffic distribution agreed 
by the Highway Authority. 
 

3. The fifth reason for refusal could be overcome by entering into a section 106 
agreement(s) with the Vale of White Horse District Council and Oxfordshire County 
Council to secure affordable housing, financial contributions towards infrastructure 
and services improvements. open spaces and play areas. 
 

4. The applicant is advised this refusal is based on the following submitted plans: 
Location Plan 1218 004 Rev I 
Parameter Plan 1218 006 Rev E 
Illustrative Framework Plan 1218 SK004 Rev V12 
Highway Scheme Location Plan 184390-PD06 Rev D 
Proposed Highway Alignment 184390/PD06.1 Rev E 
Proposed Site Access Arrangement 184390/PD06.2 Rev C 
Forward Visibility Measured at Entry 184390-PD06.3 Rev – 
Visibility to Proposed Signals 184390-PD06.4 Rev – 
General Arrangement & Visibility Splay 184390-PD07 Rev A 
Swept Path Analysis (Refuse) 184390/PD06-AT01 Rev – 
Swept Path Analysis (Refuse) 184390/PD06-AT02 Rev – 
Swept Path Analysis (Refuse) 184390/PD07-AT01 Rev A 

 

8.     P22-V0781-HH-MD: 21 Norreys Road, Cumnor, Oxford, OX2 9PT    
 

The committee considered a proposal for the demolition of a current extension and 
construction of new ground floor extension to lead up to neighbouring development.  

 Proposal of new first-floor extension for new master ensuite 

 Reconfiguration of existing internal layouts 

 Replace and install new roof lights and 

 Replace and install new metal framed glazing on land at 21 Norreys Road, Cumnor.   
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Consultations, representations, policy and guidance, and the site’s planning history were 
detailed in the officer’s report, which formed part of the agenda pack for the meeting. 
 
Planning officer gave a presentation to the committee. She explained that there were 
concerns about overlooking, loss of light and overshadowing, but that the application did 
comply with advice in the adopted Design Guide, and that issues of overlooking were 
mitigated through planning permission conditions. 
 
Highways Officer had approved of the application, with a condition added to ensure two 
car park spaces are permanently free of obstruction to such use. 
 
Officers felt that the impacts were acceptable, and therefore planning permission should 
be granted with the suggested conditions. 
 
There were two public speakers. Councillor Lawrence Waters spoke against the 
application. He had concerns over overlooking of property no.19. 
 
Mr Dan James, the applicant, spoke in support of the application. He explained that the 
purpose was to update the property as a long term, sustainable family home. He confirmed 
during clarification that there was no concern raised by his neighbours when he sent them 
the plans, pre-application. 
 
Councillor Judy Roberts, ward member, was unable to attend but the Democratic Services 
Officer read out her statement, which was previously circulated to the committee. 
Councillor Roberts spoke against the application. She raised concerns over overlooking 
and bike storage. 
 
The committee went into debate. A motion was moved and seconded, to grant planning 
permission as per officer recommendation. It was noted that there was now a condition 
added for bike storage. This motion was declared carried on being put to the vote. 
 
RESOLVED: to grant planning permission for application P22-V0781-HH-MD subject to 
the following conditions: 
 
Standard 
1 : Commencement 3 years - Full Planning Permission 
2 : Approved plans * 
 
Compliance: 
3 : Materials in Accordance with Application 
4 : Car Parking 
5 : Bike Storage 
6 : Obscured Glazing (Non-Opening) 
7 : Rooflight Sill Height Facing West and East 
8 : Restriction on use of roof as balcony 

 
 

The meeting closed at 7.49 pm 
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 APPLICATION NO. P22/V0286/FUL 

 SITE Land at Grove Road Grove 
 PARISH GROVE 
 PROPOSAL Erection of a Class E retail foodstore with 

associated car parking, access, 
landscaping and associated engineering 
works. Amended highways, drainage and 
ecology details received 3 May 2022 

 WARD MEMBERS Amos Duveen 
Jenny Hannaby 
Andy Crawford 
Patrick O'Leary 

 APPLICANT GSC Estates (Wantage) Limited and Lidl 
Great Britain Limited 

 OFFICER Penny Silverwood 
 

 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 It is recommended that the application is refused for the following 

reasons: 
 

1. Based on the information submitted with the application the Local 
Planning Authority consider that the proposal would harm the 
vitality and viability of the Grovelands local centre, Grove, an 
identified local shopping centre in the adopted Local Plan. As such 
the application is contrary to Core Policy 32 of the adopted Vale of 
White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and to paragraphs 90 and 91 of 
the National Planning Policy Framework.  

 

2. In the absence of a completed S106 legal agreement, the proposal 
fails to secure infrastructure necessary to meet the needs of the 
district (namely the provision of public art and associated 
monitoring fee) and the county (namely enhancements to bus 
services, public transport infrastructure and travel plan monitoring).  
As such the development is contrary to Core Policy 7, 33 and 35 of 
the adopted Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1, 
Development Policy 20 of the Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 
Part 2 and to paragraphs 104 and 110 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework. 
 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROPOSAL 
1.1 The application is presented to Planning Committee at the request of the 

Development Manager. 
 

1.2 The application relates to undeveloped pasture land east of Grove Road 
(A338) to the north of the roundabout with Mably Way (A417). The land is 
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currently accessed via a field gate directly onto the A338 on the western 
boundary of the site. The residential dwelling Stone Haven lies to the north 
east, as does Elms Farm Business Park. The access road to the business 
park is located along the northern site boundary, beyond which is another 
parcel of pasture land. A section of the Wantage Eastern Link Road (WELR) is 
currently being constructed in a cutting to the south of the application site. A 
site location plan is below: 
 

 
1.3 The Proposal 

The application seeks full planning permission for the erection of a Class E 
retail foodstore with associated car parking, access, landscaping and 
engineering works. Vehicular access is to be taken from Grove Road. The 
proposed building is to be located at the south of the site facing north with 
retaining walls along the southern and eastern boundaries and car parking to 
the north.  
 

1.4 Officers are aware that the end user is intended to be the discount retailer Lidl. 
The authority cannot however control the end user of the proposed 
development and therefore, the application must be considered based on the 
use class applied for with no weight to be given to the intended end user. 
 

1.5 A broadly similar proposal was submitted in September 2018 (application ref. 
P18/V2300/FUL). This was refused by Planning Committee in January 2020 
for the following reasons: 

1. Based on the information submitted with the application the Local 
Planning Authority consider that the proposal would harm the vitality 
and viability of the Grovelands centre, Grove, an identified local 
shopping centre in the local plan. The application also fails to guard 
against the potential and unnecessary loss of the Post Office, a 
community facility, as a result of the proposed development. 

2. The application fails to respond positively to the site and its 
surroundings and fails to protect the local landscape setting from 
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harmful development. The proposed scheme is not well integrated into 
the local character of the area and is at odds with the rural interface and 
the important role the site plays in terms of visual and physical 
separation between Wantage and Grove. 

3. In the absence of a completed S106 legal agreement, the proposal fails 
to secure infrastructure necessary to meet the needs of the district 
(namely public art, biodiversity offsetting and associated monitoring fee) 
and the county (namely enhancements to bus services, public transport 
infrastructure and travel plan monitoring). 
 

1.6 The decision was subsequently dismissed at appeal in June 2021 on retail 
impact grounds. The appeal Inspector in his decision acknowledged that the 
Co-op at Grovelands local centre would face intense competition as a result of 
the application proposal and found that the post-impact trading position of the 
Co-op was not reflective of a viable store and that this would comprise a 
significant adverse impact on Grovelands local centre as a whole. The 
Inspector however did not agree with the Council’s view regarding the potential 
loss of the post office, noting that that the post office could move to a new 
venue in the area if the Co-op were to close as a result of the proposed 
development. The Inspector also disagreed with the Council with regards to the 
landscape reason for refusal, stating that the openness between Wantage and 
Grove has already been compromised by the residential properties at Wolage 
Drive and the Elms Farm Business Park. In addition, they did not consider that 
the site makes a significant contribution to the landscape setting of either 
Grove or Wantage, considered there only to be a moderate to adverse impact 
to the landscape setting and did not consider that the proposed development 
conflicted with Core Policies 37 or 44 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 or 
Policy DP29 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 2.  
 

1.7 The current application proposes a slightly smaller building than the previous 
application with the gross external area reduced from 2,206 square metres to 
2,035 square metres resulting in a reduction in the amount of both 
convenience and comparison goods floorspace. The maximum height of the 
building is increased from 6.7 metres to 7.02 metres. There is also a reduction 
in the number of car parking spaces proposed from 126 to 123. 
 

1.8 The proposal has been amended in light of technical officer comments relating 
to highways, drainage and biodiversity. The amendments include submission 
of a Stage 1 Road Safety Audit, changes to calculations used in the Flood 
Risk Assessment and submission of an up-to-date habitat survey assessment 
and biodiversity metric assessment. The latest layout plans are attached as 
Appendix 1. The June 2021 appeal decision referred to above is attached as 
Appendix 2. 

 
2.0 SUMMARY OF CONSULTATIONS & REPRESENTATIONS 

A summary of the responses received to the current proposal is below. A full 
copy of all the comments made can be seen online at 
www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk. 
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2.1 Grove Parish 
Council 

Second Consultation (May 2022) – Second response 
(16/6/2022) 
No objection 
 
Second Consultation (May 2022) – First response 
(13/5/2022) 
Support: 

- Hope the extremely strong local support for this 
development has been made clear by District 
Councillors 

- Their constituents’ budgets are being increasingly 
affected by the cost-of-living crisis and the vast majority 
need this scheme to be consented, so they have 
access to a local discount food store 

- We must work together to ensure the Lidl is approved 
with the full support of both officers and members and 
must not miss the opportunity 

- The vast majority of our constituents have observed 
that the Co-op is used by residents of the adjoining 
residential areas as well as those using it for top-up 
shopping and do not believe this will change with the 
introduction of any Lidl 

- Believe Lidl provides a totally different retail offer than 
the Co-op and it will survive 

- The Co-op may even benefit from more visits due to 
the increasing number of shoppers coming into Grove, 
but if it did not the Grovelands Centre will evolve and 
continue 

- The Co-op store’s future is uncertain, whether the Lidl 
happens or not.  

- Have heard from a credible source that the Co-op are 
due to open a small convenience store in the local 
centre associated with Grove Airfield which may well 
trigger the Co-op’s closure in any event.  

- Our constituents also observe that the Co-op is more 
costly than its competitors, has low stock levels, has 
not had any investment for a number of years, has tight 
parking spaces and the main tills are often closed 

- Constituents have expressed that they want and 
deserve more choice, and this has become more 
pressing with the cost-of-living crisis rising dramatically 
effecting household budgets, especially households 
with low incomes and without access to cars 

- The Lidl application offers huge benefits to the area 
and we understand that the scheme will deliver the 
equivalent of 40 full-time jobs, 80% of which will be 
created locally, and the development is a £10 million 
investment in the local area. 

- The refusal of this application is highly likely to result in 
an application for housing to come forward which is not 
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what our constituents wish to see and a refusal sets a 
precedent that another supermarket cannot come 
forward in this area, therefore restricting customer 
choice for our constituents.  

- We hope and trust that you are working for our 
constituents as we are sure that the benefits of this 
proposed development far outweigh the detriments and 
we must all make this happen to avoid uproar in our 
community. 

 

First Consultation (February 2022) 
Support, but raise the following comments: 
- Traffic leaving the store should be made to turn left 

only out of the site and onto the A338 meaning those 
vehicles returning to Grove would go around the 
roundabout on the eastern end of Mably Way to 
continue their journeys 

- Traffic entering and exiting the site must give way to 
cyclists and pedestrians using the dual use footway/ 
cycleway and the dual use footway/ cycleway must 
continue in a straight line and not zigzag as drawn in 
the plans 

 

Wantage Town 
Council 

Second Consultation (May 2022)  
No further comments received 
 
First Consultation (February 2022) 
No objection, but would like the following noted: 
- Do not believe that the intended site is the best location 

but recognises the need for additional capacity and 
choice for local residents 

- Would like to see the entrance/ exit re-examined for the 
safety of pedestrians and cyclists given the recent 
changes to the Highway Code. 

- Would like to see a left hand turn only for vehicles 
exiting the site 

- Would like to see what the provision is for staff parking 
 

Residents Comments from 149 residents in support or raising no 
objection to the application have been received which are 
summarised as: 
 
Principle of development 

 Will stop people travelling to Faringdon or Abingdon 
to visit stores and stop people using their cars 

 It is needed given number of new houses in the area 

 It will make a difference with food prices increasing 

 Variety is needed to give people choice 

 Well located to serve both Wantage and Grove 
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 The site should be used for this much needed 
amenity rather than more houses 

 There is no supermarket on the east side of Grove 

 New retail stores have been approved in close 
proximity to existing stores in Abingdon and 
Faringdon 

 Wantage and Grove have less supermarkets for its 
population compared to Didcot 

 Infrastructure including new shops is needed to keep 
up with the number of new houses built in Wantage 
and Grove 

 Grovelands Local Centre also has a laundrette, 
newsagents, tattooist, hairdressers and charity shop 
which would be unaffected by the proposed 
development. People will continue to use the centre. 

 

Economic reasons 

 Would be better for residents to be spending money 
in Wantage/ Grove rather than travelling further 
afield 

 The impact on one shop (Co-op) is being prioritised 
over the damage to all the others by people 
travelling out of town for shopping 

 Other stores including Co-op have limited stock and 
often run out of items 

 The Co-op is used as a convenience store and will 
continue to be used as such if Lidl is built 

 Other supermarkets including Co-op are expensive 
and have little choice 

 It is needed given the cost-of-living crisis and rising 
prices as a more affordable option 

 Will create job opportunities for local people 

 We should not protect shops which are not 
economically viable 

 An additional store would add healthy competition to 
Co-op, encouraging them to provide a better offering 

 No suggestion that Lidl would impact Tesco Express 
in Grove which is closer than Co-op to the site 

 The commercial proposition of a discount retailer is 
different to a standard food supermarket and is not 
directly comparable in terms of consumer behaviour 

 

Environmental reasons 

 Would reduce the impact of people travelling further 
afield to other discount retail stores 

 Opportunity for people to walk or cycle to the store 

 Will have electric vehicle charging spaces and cycle 
parking available 
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 Would exacerbate the altered character of the area 
already seen by massive development in the area 

 Lidl have strong environmental credentials and have 
reduced their carbon emissions per pallet 
transported by almost 40% since 2015 and lead the 
way on local produce, reducing food mileage, energy 
efficient fridges, biodegradable bags and influencing 
their supplies to reduce their carbon footprints  

 Lidl intend to use 800 sqm of solar PV panels for the 
store roof making it highly sustainable and will 
deliver surplus green electricity to the national grid 
which could provide enough carbon free electricity to 
28 apartments for the next 25 years 

 Lidl commit to being a carbon neutral supermarket 
supplier 

 LED lights used in the store will be highly efficient as 
will other products such as sliding door freezers and 
closed-door fridges 

 

Other 

 Contributions towards healthcare should be sought 

 There is significant local support 
 

 

Traffic and highways 

 Grove Road flows well 
 

Comments from 10 residents supporting the development 
in principle but raising concerns and from 26 residents 
objecting to the application have been received which can 
be summarised as: 
 

Traffic and highways 

 A338 traffic concerns and congestion which will 
cause safety issues for vehicles, pedestrians and 
cyclists 

 Already issues turning right out of Wolage Drive onto 
the A338 

 The entrance should be opposite Wolage Drive and 
incorporate a roundabout 

 Concerns regarding lack of parking for staff 

 Wolage Drive will be used as overspill parking for 
staff and customers 

 People will park at the health centre if not enough 
space onsite 

 Dangerous for school children and cyclists who use 
the existing cycle path 

 Due to changes to the highway code cars will have 
to give way to cyclists which will cause car 
congestion onto the busy A338 
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 Cyclists will be tempted to cycle on the main road to 
avoid the access cutting across the cycle path 

 Traffic issues exacerbated by extension to Elms 
Farm Business Park 

 Safety concerns of access so close to Wolage Drive 
does not appear to have been addressed 

 There will be traffic build up as a result of a bus stop 
and pedestrian crossing close to the access 

 Inadequate right hand turn lane 

 Access towards the roundabout will require vehicles 
to cross the cross hatched tail of the central waiting 
area 

 The cycle path could be re-routed to the rear of the 
store to aide continual movement to Mably Way 
roundabout where a bridge could be installed. 

 The entrance should be via the eastern link road 

 Delivery lorries will have to reverse past parent and 
child spaces 

 Plans don’t seem to reflect the widened access to 
the new link road 

 Traffic should have to go southbound to the 
roundabout to be able to go north 

 Should be a separate access for pedestrians and 
cyclists 

 The site should be accessed off a fifth arm to the 
Mably Way roundabout 

 The site should be accessed directly from the 
Wantage Eastern Link Road currently being 
constructed 

 

Principle and location 

 A new store could be built on the Wellington Gate or 
Crab Hill development or along the A417 to optimise 
the new link road and service new housing 

 Could be located at Grove Technology Park, Tulwick 
Park or between King Alfred’s West and East 
Challow 

 No need for another food store given Tesco in Grove 
and two big supermarkets in Wantage 

 Its location outside of the town centre will increase 
traffic and is not a green solution to climate change 

 Does not fit with the Local plan  

 There are large units available at the charity furniture 
shop and Argos 

 

Economic reasons 

 Will negatively impact local shops and footfall to 
independent businesses 
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 Already have budget options of B&M and Home 
Bargains in Wantage town centre which brings 
people into town to support local shops 

 Concern it will heavily impact the Co-op which 
supports the local community 

 

Landscape and environment 

 Green space separating Wantage and Grove will be 
lost apart from a small strip of allotments 

 Light pollution to nearby residents 

 Increase in air pollution from additional vehicles 

 Is to be located on a steep site so will require 
levelling, not clear if the parking will be level or on a 
slope 

 Will take agricultural land out of food production 

 A brownfield site should be used 

 Impact on biodiversity and animals using the field 

 The roof should have solar PV panels in it 

 Fails to comply with the national aims of being net 
zero and environmental preservation 

 The proposed location will require car use to collect 
a weekly shop and is not within a sensible walking 
distance of the new houses for a weekly shop 

 

Noise 

 Traffic noise is already an issue and additional traffic 
will cause additional disturbance to residents 

 Noise from deliveries all day and night 
 

Other 

 Would not object if this were to be located on one of 
the new estates 

 

Economic 
Development 

Second Consultation (May 2022)  
No further comments received 
 
First Consultation (February 2022) 
 
- Satisfied that the applicant’s sequential test has 

demonstrated that there are no sites/ premises in 
sequentially preferable locations in the surrounding 
area 

- Nexus’s appraisal is satisfied that the comparison 
goods trade diversion impacts will be modest in 
practice, and that as such, it is acceptable that the 
proposed convenience goods floorspace is of principal 
relevance in undertaking the impact assessments and 
in considering the acceptability of the proposal 

- The Nexus appraisal suggests that the viability of 
comparable convenience stores including Sainsbury’s 
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and Waitrose in Wantage and Aldi in Faringdon would 
not be threatened by the development, stating that 
there would be no loss of general function in respect of 
these stores, or on the wider Wantage town centre. 

- As agreed at the previous appeal, the Council is 
satisfied that the impact upon the health of Millbrook 
Square local centre is also a material consideration and 
there was no suggestion that there was likely to be a 
significant adverse impact upon the health of this 
centre 

 
Grovelands Shopping Centre 
- The major concern in respect of the application is 

focussed around Grovelands local centre and trade 
diversion from the Co-op at the site affecting viability of 
the site. The assessment estimates trade diversion at 
15% away from the Co-op, this equates to one in every 
seven shoppers at the Grovelands Co-op being 
persuaded to visit the proposed Lidl store instead. 

- The Nexus appraisal report states that the Co-op 
continues to be of significant importance in anchoring 
the Grovelands centre and under pinning its ongoing 
local convenience retail and service role. 

- However, the impact report prepared for Lidl suggests 
that the Co-op store at Grovelands is most popular as a 
top-up food shopping destination and that several other 
independent reasons exist for visiting Grovelands 
including visits to the post office (currently situated 
within the Co-op store). 

- The Nexus appraisal states that the post-impact 
performance of the Co-op store is not indicative of a 
viable foodstore, citing the fragility of the store as 
identified in submissions made by the Midcounties Co-
operative Society in respect of the previous planning 
application. 

- In the view of the Nexus report, the overall health of the 
Grovelands centre is also relatively fragile and its 
ongoing vitality and viability is, to a large degree, 
dependent on the ongoing operation of the Co-op. 

- Taking the above into consideration, the Nexus 
appraisal finds that the Co-op would likely cease to 
trade as a consequence of the proposal, and that this 
would fundamentally undermine the wider health of 
Grovelands local centre. This is regarded as a 
significant impact. 

- The Nexus appraisal concludes that the impact arising 
from the proposal on Grovelands local centre is 
deemed to be significantly adverse, and that as such, 
the proposal fails to accord with the requirements of 
Core Policy 32 of LPP1. 
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Retail and Town Centre Study (2013/ updated 2017) 
- Would also like to highlight the Vale of White Horse 

Retail and Town Centre Study 2013 that concluded that 
at the time there was a surplus of convenience 
expenditure in the Study Area up to 2019, indicating a 
short medium-term requirement for additional 
convenience goods floorspace over and above a Tesco 
commitment in Faringdon. 

- In relation to Wantage and Grove, the study’s 
recommendations included that was “capacity for a 
medium sized foodstore in Wantage/ Grove by 2019 
(1,300sqm net). However, the implementation of a food 
superstore in Abingdon and the Grove Airfield 
proposals will reduce this capacity to less than 900sqm 
net. There is no overriding need to allocate a site for a 
further foodstore in the short term. In the longer term, 
2024-2029, there could be scope to develop a store of 
about 1,600 sqm net. However, development at Didcot 
could further reduce food store capacity in Wantage/ 
Grove.” 

- An update was published in 2017 and, in respect of 
convenience capacity, converted surplus convenience 
expenditure identified into floorspace equivalents using 
an average sales density of 312,000 per sqm. The 
Study concluded that: “the surplus of available 
expenditure up to 2026 indicates that there is a 
medium-term requirement for additional convenience 
goods floorspace in the district of 2,135 sqm net (3,049 
sqm gross), over and above commitments. Surplus 
expenditure at 2031 could support 2,585 sqm net sales 
floorspace (3,692 sqm gross) in the district as a whole”. 

- The update suggests how that may be distributed and 
for Wantage/ Grove, estimated there was capacity for 
1,020 sqm net by 2026 and 1,056 sqm net by 2031. 
Considering the development of new homes at 
surrounding development (Crab Hill/ Kingsgrove and 
Grove Airfield/ Wellington Gate) it is highlighted that 
this proposal could help to fulfil capacity requirements 
outlined. 

 

Conclusion 
- The Nexus appraisal concludes that the impact arising 

from the proposal on Grovelands local centre is 
deemed to be significantly adverse, and that as such, 
the proposal fails to accord with the requirements of 
Core Policy 32 of LPP1, the Economic Development 
team does not dispute this conclusion 

- However, we understand that the proposal will deliver 
up to 40 new jobs in the operational phase and some 
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new jobs in the construction phase and represents 
substantial investment in the local area.  

- Economic Development would recommend that these 
benefits receive weight, considering the fragility and 
viability concerns highlighted by the Nexus appraisal in 
relation to the Co-op store and Grovelands Centre. 

- To maximise the potential employment benefits of the 
proposal for the local community, request that the 
application works with the Economic Development 
team to develop a Community Employment Plan (CEP) 
as a condition of planning if the application is approved. 

 

Countryside 
Officer 

Second response 
No objection 
- Updated ecological information has addressed 

previous comments 
- An updated habitat survey has been conducted at an 

appropriate time of year and the supporting biodiversity 
metric assessment has been amended to include the 
proposed landscaping scheme 

- The proposed development is unlikely to impact any 
protected species but will result in an overall net loss of 
biodiversity 

- The biodiversity metric assessment has quantified this 
loss at -8.45 habitat units. 

- Subject to a condition securing biodiversity offsetting 
payments satisfied that CP46 of LPP1 can be achieved 

 
First response 
Holding objection 
- Ecological matters were not cited on the decision 

notice as a refusal reason for the previously appealed 
and dismissed application 

- The submitted Preliminary Ecological Appraisal (PEA) 
concludes that primary habitat on site is semi-improved 
neutral grassland. The survey was undertaken in 
January and therefore poor species diversity was 
recorded 

- The PEA submitted with the previous application was 
conducted in May 2018 and concluded that the site 
contains species rich semi-improved neutral grassland 

- It is considered that impacts on protected species are 
unlikely, previous reptile surveys have not revealed any 
populations of reptiles on site and the site conditions 
and surroundings have not materially changed since 
the surveys were conducted 

- The biodiversity metric assessment submitted is not 
complete 

- Of particular concern is the existing habitat condition 
assessment which has not been explained or justified 
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against the relevant habitat condition criteria and is 
based off a grassland survey undertaken in January. 
This is not acceptable 

- The site should be resurveyed at an appropriate time of 
year and the report should accurately describe which 
habitats are present and objectively assess the 
relevant condition criteria. This should also be done for 
the proposed landscaping scheme and a robust 
updated biodiversity metric assessment be submitted. 

 

Drainage 
engineer 

Second response 
No objection subject to conditions 
- Conditions recommended required full details of 

sustainable drainage scheme, foul drainage scheme 
and a SUDS compliance report  

 

First response 
Holding objection 
- Report incorrectly refers to Oxford City Council when 

the site is within the Vale of White Horse District 
- The impermeable site area should be used to calculate 

the proposed discharge rates not the whole site area 
and the amount of storage required will need to be 
amended 

- The drainage scheme has a lack of SUDS. A mix of 
SUDS for water treatment purposes are required. 
There are constraints on site however porous paving in 
parking bays can be utilised to provide water quality 
benefits 

 

Forestry Officer First response 
No objection 
- The application site does not contain any existing trees 

but the provision of sufficient space for the 
establishment of new trees will be necessary to 
assimilate the development within the landscape. 

 

Contaminated 
Land 

First response 
No objection 
- The submitted Phase I and Phase II report submitted 

satisfactorily addresses the requirements and no 
significant contamination has been identified 

- No potential sources for land contamination have been 
identified that could prevent a risk to the development 

 

Environmental 
Protection 
Team 

First response 
No objection 
- No objection subject to the mitigation measures 

identified in the acoustic report. 
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Landscape 
Architect 

First response 
No objection 
- Proposed development is submitted on the same site 

area as the previously refused application which was 
appealed. Whilst the appeal was dismissed the appeal 
was not refused on landscape or visual grounds or on 
the detail of the proposals therefore no objection to the 
proposed development on landscape or visual grounds 

- The proposals and layout are very similar to the 
previous scheme, planning policy has not materially 
changed since the appeal and therefore in respect to 
landscape and visual impacts the appeal decision is 
still valid and could be applied to this application 

- A Landscape and Visual Appraisal has been submitted 
which covers the key issues 

- Standard conditions are required to cover the hard and 
soft landscape, levels, lighting, fencing and an 
associated management plan to cover the long-term 
maintenance of the landscaping of the site 

- Whilst the proposed landscape plans are acceptable no 
lighting plans have been provided as part of the 
application and these will require cross referencing with 
the submitted landscape scheme.  

 

Oxfordshire 
County Council 
Transport 

Second response 
No objection 
- Dimensioned drawings of the access have been 

submitted and are acceptable 
- The visibility splays are considered acceptable 
- Reference to LTN 1/20 has been made and is accepted 
- It has been confirmed that all refuse is to be taken 

away by the same vehicle that delivers goods to the 
store and will be serviced when the store is closed or 
quiet (outside of peak times). 

- HGV movements are accepted 
- Likely trip rates compared to a standard food store are 

considered acceptable 
- Concerns raised in the Road Safety Audit regarding the 

length of the right-hand turn lane, this can be further 
considered during the detailed design stage when 
adaptations to the scheme are available 

- Mitigation measures at Mably Way would be an interim 
measure prior to the delivery of the Eastern Link Road 
and Mably Way improvement works. Details can be 
covered at the detailed design stage 

 
First response 
Holding objection 
- Since the Highways Authority’s assessment of the 

previous application changes have been made to local 
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policy, guidance and nature of the local road network 
and therefore the current application has been 
assessed on its own merit 

- Current application proposes a lesser quantum of 
development to that previously approved 

- No dimensions or geometric detail of the right turn lane 
on the A338 have been provided, a fully dimensioned 
detailed plan is required with a Departures and 
Relaxations report for the right turn layout which will 
identify transition lengths, lane widths and lane lengths. 

- A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit and accompanying 
designer response is required 

- The application site boundary incorporates a large 
section of the A338 to the north of the site access, 
consider this may need revising 

- A long section should be provided including details of 
the vertical alignment to determine appropriate 
carriageway and footway gradients to ensure 
compliance with the Equalities Act 2010. 

- The visibility splays suggested and reliant upon the 
implementation of the realigned footway/ cycleway and 
bus stop relocation to the south of the A338 

- Further justification required for the visibility splays 
proposed to the left of the exit as currently vision may 
be obscured when pedestrians and cyclists are waiting 
to cross 

- The footway/ cycleway provision is maintained along 
the eastern edge of the A338. The existing route has 
been taken across the proposed access and as such 
inbound and outbound traffic will give way (at giveway 
lines) to pedestrians/ cyclists crossing 

- Further information relating to LTN 1/20 is required 
- The swept path shown for the delivery vehicle is unsafe 

as it has to reverse past a number of customer parking 
spaces and there is a high risk of personal injury. There 
should be a minimum clearance of 500mm between the 
delivery vehicle and all buildings, kerbs and parking 
spaces 

- The tracking for a delivery vehicle accessing the site 
from the southbound lane of the A338 is likely to cause 
an obstruction to the free flow of traffic  

- The proposed number of parking spaces is sufficient  
- 12 spaces in six covered Sheffield stands are proposed 

for customers with staff cycle parking providing within 
the warehouse element of the building. 

- Trip generation date should be based on a standard 
food store with sensitivity testing not on a discount 
retailer as this cannot be secured through permission 
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- The TA proposed that 70 per cent of trips will be 
entirely new, and 30 per cent will be pass-by/ linked 
trips, this is accepted 

- Detailed drawings of the proposed mitigation to Mably 
Way roundabout are required 

- Financial contributions towards public transport 
services and infrastructure should be provided 

- The travel plan should be in accordance with OCC 
guidelines 

 

Lead Local 
Flood Authority 

Second response 
No objection 
- Queries raised previously have been answered, 

conditions recommended 
 

First response 
Objection 
- The FRA submitted is preliminary and while it meets 

the general requirements it will require considerable 
updating for the final design. This can be covered by 
conditions 

- Cv and MADD values should be revised and 
clarification regarding a flood volume not accounted for 
in calculations 

 

Oxfordshire 
County Council 
Archaeology 

First response 
No objection, subject to conditions 
- Site within an area of archaeological potential 
- An archaeological desk-based assessment has been 

submitted 
- Whilst there is currently no indication that 

archaeological features of such significance as to 
preclude the principle of development are present, 
archaeological investigation should be undertaken in 
advance of development 

- The applicant should be responsible for ensuring the 
implementation of a stage programme of 
archaeological investigation via condition. 

 

Crime 
Prevention 
Design Adviser 

First response 
No objection, recommend conditions 
- The car park provides a large open space with the 

potential to attract antisocial behaviour or unauthorised 
encampments outside of opening hours and a large 
proportion of spaces are not overlooked by surveillance 
due to a significant amount of blank wall space 

- The car park should be sufficiently lit during opening 
hours in darkness to reduce the opportunity for, and 
fear of crime 
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- Boundary treatments and landscaping to the car park 
do not appear of sufficient height or depth to enclose 
the car park and prevent unintentional desire lines into 
the site 

- The car park should be provided with robust gate that 
can be secured outside of business opening hours 

- A lighting plan should be provided, and formal 
surveillance (CCTV) should be provided over the car 
park and delivery area 

- Boundary treatments and planting should be increased 
in height and depth and consideration should be given 
to a more formal robust boundary such as knee rails  

- The fire escape route to the rear of the store should be 
secured with no access possible from the outside to 
prevent unauthorised entry 

 

SGN Plant 
Protection 
Team 
 

Various responses regarding plant and utilities within the 
vicinity of the site 

Roses 
Newsmarket/ 
Costcutter 
Wantage 

First response 
Objection 

 Could result in the closure of Co-op and therefore 
the Grove Post office which was previously lost from 
McColls 

 Rowes Newsmarket houses the Wantage post 
office, and the store will be adversely affected by this 
application which could result in its closure 

 This would lead to the loss of 45 full and part-time 
staff. 

 This could result in both Wantage and Grove without 
a post office impacting people accessing money and 
local businesses 

 

Cycling UK 
Wantage and 
Harwell Bicycle 
User Group 
(HarBUG) 

First response 

 Note the recent changes to the highway code which 
give priority to pedestrians and cyclists travelling 
alongside the road over traffic turning at the junction 
into/out from the store 

 The shared pedestrian/ cycle path is well used 
particularly by school children 

 The plans should be compliant with the Transport 
Cycle Infrastructure Design standards in LTN 1/20 of 
July 2020 

 The shared path is only 2.35 metres wide in the 
vicinity of the store not 3 metres as stated in the 
Transport Assessment. The path should be 3 metres 
on the proposed drawings 

 Priority given to pedestrians and cyclists crossing 
the junction is welcome and fits with the revised 
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highway code. However, there is a deflection 
(angular corner) in the path either side of the 
junction. This is not in accordance with set-back 
junctions as in section 10.5 of LTN 1/20 which 
should be followed. Cyclists having to negotiate this 
kink will be distracted from checking the junction 
itself increasing the danger 

 Could not find details of safety audit having been 
carried out 

 The priority of pedestrians and cyclists across the 
junction is expected to affect the traffic flow in and 
out of the site. However, the traffic measurements 
do not take any account of pedestrians at all 

 The number of pedal cyclists in the count is low and 
suggest the count only took into account usage of 
the main road carriageway. 

 The path is particularly busy at particular times of 
day (school start/end) which do not correspond to 
when the counts were taken. Does not appear that 
the effect of pedestrians and cyclists crossing the 
entrance to the store has been taken into account 

 The provision of Sheffield cycle stands, staff cycle 
parking and lockers is very welcome 

 

Wilts and 
Berks Canal 
Trust (WBCT) 

First response 

 The objectives of the Wilts and Berks Canal Trust 
are to protect, conserve and improve the route of the 
Wilts and Berks and North Wilts Canals and 
branches for the benefit of the community and 
environmental with the ultimate goal of restoring a 
continuous navigable waterway linking the Kennet 
and Avon Canal, the River Thames and Severn 
Canal. 

 The aim is to create a sustainable and biodiverse 
blue and green corridor that provides a host of 
attractive lifestyle and economic benefits to 
communities and visitors and to provide a safe and 
welcoming habitat for wildlife  

 The application site lies approximately 300 metres 
south of the historic line of the Wilts and Berks Canal 
where it was crossed by Grove Road (A338) at 
Grove Bridge 

 This is part of the continuous route corridor for 
restoration of the Wilts and Berks Canal which is 
safeguarded in the adopted Local Plan  

 The proposed development will not itself prevent or 
hinder restoration of the canal and WBCT neither 
supports nor objects to this development in principle 

 The development will however have a negative 
impact on the local environment and will generate 
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further road traffic locally including on Grove Road 
north of the site where a new bridge will be required 
to carry the A338 over the restored canal. 

 It will be a further loss of open countryside in the 
area between Wantage and Grove. The increasing 
urbanisation of this areas points to the need for 
further provision and improvement of green and blue 
spaces for leisure and recreation that are available 
to local communities and that will help counteract the 
biodiversity loss resulting from development and 
provide overall environmental and community 
benefit. The restoration of the canal would form a 
major part of this much needed provision and would 
create a significant green/ blue corridor link with 
other communities and green spaces. 

 The developer proposes a S106 agreement for 
financial contributions towards public art, public 
transport and biodiversity offsetting. In view of the 
impact that this development would have locally we 
think there is a strong case for the developer to 
make financial contribution toward local projects that 
would be of a community and environmental benefit 
such as the Wilts and Berks Canal 

 Restoration of the canal is one of the projects listed 
under the district wide infrastructure in the Vale of 
White Horse Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP) with 
the accompanying statement that requests for 
contributions will be considered in relation to specific 
planning applications. 

 WBCT is developing a project for the dredging and 
rewatering of the Elms Farm section of the canal, 
between Denchworth Road and Grove Road close to 
the application site and is about to obtain a new 
lease for this section. This project includes the 
cosmetic reinstatement of the historic Grove Top 
Lock at the western end of the section as a public 
local history and amenity feature. The canal will be 
restored on a new line as the historic line is now 
covered by Mably way and Denchworth Road. The 
estimated costs in financial year 2022/23 are 
£15,500 

 WBCT ask that consideration is given to this request 
for funding in conjunction with this application  

 

Wantage and 
Grove 
Campaign 
Group 

First response 
Objection 

 The Road Safety Audit submitted May 2022 states 
that a site inspection was undertaken on 22 April 
2022 between 7.30 and 08.30am. This was a Friday 
during the Easter school holidays and would 
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therefore now show the full level of traffic on a 
normal school day.  

 Object to the inclusion of this report and request a 
further report be produced based on observations on 
a normal school day. 

 
 

 

3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 

3.1 P18/V2300/FUL - Refused (09/01/2020) - Appeal dismissed (28/06/2021) 
Erection of a Class A1 retail foodstore with associated car parking, access, 
landscaping and associated engineering works.  Additional ecological 
information (reptile survey report) received 28 September 2018. Additional 
information and amended plans received 5 November 2018, 7 March 2019 and 
31 July 2019. 
 

3.2 Pre-application History 
P18/V1566/PEJ - (28/09/2018) 
Proposed new food store and parking with access leading from Grove Road. 
Officers advised that they would be unlikely to support the application due to 
significant landscape and design concerns. 
 

3.3 Screening Opinion requests 
None 

 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

4.1 The development includes more than 1 hectare of urban development which is 
not dwelling house development. It constitutes Schedule 2 development under 
the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) 
Regulations 2017. Having taken account of the selection criteria at Schedule 3 
of the regulations it is considered this proposal is not EIA development.  

 
5.0 MAIN ISSUES 
5.1 The main issues are: 

1. The principle of development 
2. Retail Sequential Test 
3. Retail Impact Test 
4. Impact on Community Services and Facilities 
5. Design, Landscape and Visual Impact 
6. Sustainable design and construction 
7. Flood risk and drainage 
8. Traffic, parking and highway safety 
9. Historic environment 
10. Archaeology 
11. Biodiversity 
12. Impact upon residential amenity 
13. Developer Contributions 
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5.2 The principle of development 
Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires 
applications for planning permission to be determined in accordance with the 
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. Section 
70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 provides that the local 
planning authority shall have regard to the provisions of the development 
plan, as far as material to the application, and to any other material 
considerations. The development plan for this proposal currently comprises 
the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and the Local Plan 2031 Part 2. There is 
no neighbourhood plan for Grove.  
 

5.3 Other material planning considerations include the National Planning Policy 
Framework and guidance within the National Planning Practice Guidance. 
 

5.4 The application site lies outside the development boundary of both Grove and 
Wantage as defined by the Policies Map and Policy CP3 of the Local Plan 
2031 Part 1. The site not allocated for any uses within Part 1 or Part 2 of the 
Local Plan 2031.  
 

5.5 Policy CP3 identifies Wantage as a Market Town and Grove as a Local 
Service Centre. This policy indicates that Market Towns have the greatest 
long-term potential to accommodate development, and Local Service Centres 
will provide the next best opportunities for sustainable development outside 
the Market Towns. The site therefore is considered to form part of the open 
countryside.  
 

5.6 Policy CP32 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 1 has a town centre first approach 
and will only support retail development that is on the edge or outside a town 
centre location if it is demonstrated that the proposal satisfies a sequential 
test to site selection and, where the proposal is greater than 500 square 
metres (in this location) an impact assessment confirms that there are no 
likely significant adverse impacts on the vitality and viability of nearby centres. 
 

5.7 The application site is outside a town centre location and therefore both a 
retail sequential test and impact test is required to be satisfied. 
 

5.8 Retail Sequential Test 
Paragraphs 86-89 of the NPPF sets out the sequential approach for main 
town centre uses. Paragraph 87 states ‘Main town centre uses should be 
located in town centres, then in edge of centre locations; and only if suitable 
sites are not available (or expected to become available within a reasonable 
period) should out of centre sites be considered.’ Paragraph 011 of the Town 
Centres and Retail section of the Planning Practice Guidance states that 
when considering what a reasonable period is for this purpose, the scale and 
complexity of the proposed scheme and of potentially suitable town or edge of 
centre sites should be taken into account.  
 

5.9 Paragraph 011 also states that the applicant must demonstrate compliance 
with the sequential test, the requirements of which must be proportionate and 
appropriate for the given proposal. Applicants must demonstrate a certain 
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degree of flexibility in terms of location and scale of proposal. Applicants must 
show that the suitability of more central sites to accommodate the proposal 
has been considered and demonstrate where there is scope for flexibility in 
the format of the proposal. The sequential test is passed whereby no suitable 
sequentially preferable sites are identified to host the proposed development. 
 

5.10 A Sequential test has been submitted in support of the application and this 
has been assessed by an independent retail consultant on behalf of the local 
planning authority. 
 

5.11 The retail consultant has advised that the search area used by the applicant 
in considering sequentially alternative sites is appropriate, focused around 
Wantage town centre and the local shopping centres of Barnards Way in 
Wantage and Millbrook Square and Grovelands. The consultant is content 
that given the moderate scale of the proposed foodstore it would not likely 
draw a very substantial proportion of its turnover from beyond Grove and 
Wantage.  
 

5.12 The consultant also confirms that the sequential test should be applied based 
on the proposed use and not the operator. This has been confirmed in the 
Courts (Aldergate Properties Ltd v Mansfield District Council 2016). This 
application seeks permission for a Class E retail foodstore and therefore the 
sequential test must be assessed based on whether alternative sites could 
accommodate a Class E retail foodstore of the broad format proposed 
(allowing for appropriate flexibility) and not based on a discount operator 
foodstore.  
 

5.13 The retail consultant considers that the proposed store could be 
accommodated on a much smaller site that the 1.19 hectare application site, 
given that the site area includes a substantial amount of highway land and a 
buffer around the site. It is considered that a similar sized foodstore may be 
able to be accommodated on a site of approximately 0.5 hectares and it is on 
this basis on which sequentially alternative sites should be assessed. 
 

5.14 The retail consultant has provided an updated assessment of the six potential 
sequentially alternative locations considered in the previous application 
(application ref. P18/V2300/FUL). These were: 
- Vacant units within defined centres 
- Limborough Road, Wantage (known as Kings Retail Park) 
- Land to the west of Limborough Road and to the east of Letcombe Brook 

in Wantage 
- The former Grove Airfield site in Grove 
- Land at Crab Hill in Wantage, and 
- Land at Church Street in Wantage 

 

5.15 The largest available unit within Wantage and Grove is Unit 11 of Kings Retail 
Park, formally occupied by Argos. It comprises of 927 square metres of 
floorspace and therefore is accepted to be too small to support a comparable 
foodstore development. The charity furniture shop at Unit 9 of Kings Retail 
Park has been raised in consultation responses as an available alternative 
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site, however officers are aware that this store is still trading and therefore is 
not available. The retail consultant and officers are unaware of any other 
vacant land or property within nearby centres that are of such a scale to offer 
any realistic potential to accommodate the application proposal allowing for 
flexibility in format and scale. 
 

5.16 The site to the west of Limborough Road and east of Letcombe Brook has 
recently been redeveloped for retail, office and residential uses pursuant to an 
extant planning permission (application ref. P15/V2490/FUL) and therefore is 
not available to accommodate the proposal. Similarly, given that a large 
proportion of the Church Street site has been built out as a retirement village 
that site is also not available to accommodate the proposed development.  
 

5.17 The Crab Hill development to the east of Wantage is subject to an approved 
Development Brief for the neighbourhood centre which confirms that there will 
be 400 square metres of food retail floorspace within the development. This 
floor space would not be sufficient to accommodate the proposed 
development. 
  

5.18 Outline planning permission for the strategic housing allocation at the former 
Grove Airfield confirms that the site will have a local centre including retail 
uses. The planning permission and its associated S106 agreement allows for 
a flexible approach to the composition of the local centre and there is no 
commitment to deliver a supermarket at the site. The S106 agreement 
requires the local centre site to be marketed to prospective operators after the 
occupation of 500 dwellings on site. A development brief for the local centre is 
required to be submitted prior to the occupation of the 250th dwelling which 
would give the first indication of the proposed nature of the local centre. 
 

5.19 Whilst officers are aware that there are over 400 dwellings occupied on site, 
the local centre development brief has not yet been submitted and the 
marketing exercise has not yet commenced. It is understood that the 
applicant is currently reviewing the requirements of the development brief and 
intends to submit this shortly. The retail consultant contacted the developer of 
the former Airfield site, Persimmon, in April 2022 and received written 
confirmation that they do not envisage that the local centre will include a 
supermarket. Given the above, the retail consultant does not consider that 
land at Grove Airfield is available to accommodate the application proposal. 
 

5.20 Consultation responses received refer to possible alternative locations for the 
proposed development at Grove Technology Park, Tulwick Park (land to the 
east of A338 at Tulwick Lane in Grove, or between King Alfred’s School West 
site and East Challow in Wantage. Grove Technology Park is acknowledged 
as a strategic employment site in the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and is 
safeguarded for employment uses in accordance with Core Policy 29. Officers 
are unaware of any units available at the Technology Park that have planning 
permission for a retail use. Tulwick Park, and land between King Alfred’s 
School West site and East Challow are greenfield sites which are not 
allocated for any use in the local plan. As such officers do not consider that 
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these sites offer suitable alternatives that are available or expected to become 
available within a realistic timeframe.   
 

5.21 Overall, officers accept there are no sequentially preferable sites that are both 
available and suitable to accommodate the application proposal and the 
sequential test is therefore passed.  
 

5.22 Retail Impact Test 
Policy CP32 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 sets a local floorspace 
threshold whereby proposals for retail or other main town centre uses greater 
than 500 square metres (in this location) must provide an impact assessment 
to confirm that there are no likely significant adverse impacts on the vitality 
and viability of nearby centres as a result of the proposed development. 
 

5.23 Paragraph 90 of the NPPF states that an impact assessment should include 
an assessment of: 

a) “The impact of the proposal on existing, committed and planned public 
and private investment in a centre or centres in the catchment area of 
the proposal, and 

b) The impact of the proposal on town centre vitality and viability, 
including local consumer choice and trade in the town centre and the 
wider retail catchment (as applicable to the scale and nature of the 
scheme)”. 

 

5.24 Paragraph 91 states that where an application is likely to have a significant 
adverse impact on one or more of the above considerations then it should be 
refused. 
 

5.25 Advice in paragraphs 017 and 018 of the Town Centres and Retail section of 
the Planning Practice Guidance states: ‘it is for the applicant to demonstrate 
compliance with the impact test in support of relevant applications. (…) 
A judgement as to whether the likely adverse impacts are significant can only 
be reached in light of local circumstances. For example, in areas where there 
are high levels of vacancy and limited retailer demand, even modest trade 
diversion from a new development may lead to a significant adverse impact’.  
 

5.26 Appendix I of Local Plan 2031 Part 2 defines the town centre area of Wantage 
and Appendix J identifies Local Shopping Centres at Millbrook Square and 
Grovelands in Grove.  
 

5.27 The Vale of White Horse Retail and Town Centre Study Update 2017 states 
that there is a medium-term requirement for additional convenience goods 
floorspace in the district as a whole of 2,135 net square metres over and 
above commitments at the time. The report suggests how this may be 
distributed and for Wantage and Grove it estimates that there was capacity for 
1,023 net square metres by 2026 and 1,056 square metres by 2031. The 
Economic Development team highlight that this proposal could help to fulfil 
this capacity requirement. This capacity was calculated taking into account 
the commitment of retail provision due to come forward at Grove Airfield but 
did not take account of the 400 square metres of retail floorspace committed 
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at the Crabhill development. Officers therefore note that the overall capacity 
by 2031 would be reduced to 1,679 square metres when taking into the 
commitment at Crabhill. Officers note however that beyond provision within 
strategic housing allocations as detailed above, there are no allocations for 
retail development in the adopted Local Plan.  
 

5.28 The previous application at this site (application ref. P18/V2300/FUL) for a 
broadly similar proposal was refused in January 2020. The refusal reason 
relating to retail matters stated that the proposal would harm the vitality and 
viability of the Grovelands Local Centre, Grove, an identified local shopping 
centre in the Local Plan, and was contrary to Core Policy 32 of the adopted 
Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and to paragraphs 89, 90 of the NPPF (now 
paragraphs 90 and 91 of the 2021 NPPF).  This decision was subsequently 
appealed and dismissed in June 2021 on retail impact grounds. The Inspector 
in his decision acknowledged that the Co-op at Grovelands Local Centre 
would face intense competition as a result of the application proposal and 
found that the post-impact trading position of the Co-op was not reflective of a 
viable store and that this would comprise a significant adverse impact on 
Grovelands Local Centre as a whole. The Inspector considered that the 
appellant’s case at the appeal underestimated the impact arising from the 
proposal to the Grovelands Local Centre.  
 

5.29 This application proposes a slightly smaller building than the previous 
application with the net sales area reduced from 1,325 square metres to 
1,093 square metres, resulting in the convenience foods floorspace reducing 
from 1060 square metres to 874 square metres and the comparison goods 
floorspace reducing from 265 square metres to 219 square metres. 
 

5.30 The applicant has submitted a retail impact assessment in support of this 
application, and this has also been reviewed by an independent consultant on 
behalf of the council. Whilst this application must be considered on its own 
merits the June 2021 appeal decision is a material consideration. 
 

5.31 With regards to the first part of the impact assessment as set out in 
Paragraph 90 of the NPPF, the retail consultant and officers are unaware of 
any planned public or private investment at any existing centres in Grove or 
Wantage that could realistically be prejudiced by the application proposal. 
 

5.32 The development plan does provide for a proposed local centre as part of the 
Grove Airfield development. As referenced the required development brief will 
identify the form that the local centre will take and the outline planning 
permission and its associated S106 allows for flexibility in terms of the types 
of facilities that will be brought forward in the centre dependent upon a 
marketing exercise. Whilst the implementation of a foodstore at the 
application site being considered under this application, more than 1.5 
kilometres to the south-east of the proposed Grove Airfield local centre may 
potentially have some impact on the exact composition of the centre, the retail 
consultant does not believe that it will likely impact on the ability to support a 
local centre in this location. The location of the proposed Grove Airfield local 
centre, together with the scale of its residential catchment should ensure that 
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it is able to support appropriately scaled retail and commercial uses and 
would not be impacted by the proposed development.  
 

5.33 With regards to the impact on town centre vitality and viability, including local 
consumer choice and trade in the town centre and wider retail catchments, 
the retail consultant first advises that the comparison goods floorspace 
proposed with the proposed development is relatively limited at only 219 
square metres. The retail consultant is satisfied that the trade diversion 
impacts for comparison goods from other stores and centres including 
foodstores would be modest. 
 

5.34 It is the proposed convenience goods floorspace which amounts to 874 
square metres that is of principal relevance for the retail impact assessment 
and in considering the acceptability of the proposed development 
 

5.35 The retail consultant has raised no concerns with the assessment period or 
data used for the baseline position in the applicant’s retail impact assessment. 
The consultant is also satisfied with the proposed split of sales areas for 
convenience and comparison goods used in the applicant’s assessment as 
these can be fixed by condition should permission be granted. 
 

5.36 Patterns of Trade Draw and Diversion 
The retail consultant acknowledges that the current proposal provides for a 
less quantum of sales floorspace than the previous application and utilises a 
lower sales density, but advises that the proposed development would serve 
a broadly similar role and function to that previously proposed and would 
provide strong competition to existing grocery retailers in the local area. In 
particular it is advised that the current proposal continues to be significantly 
larger than the Co-op store located at Grovelands Local Centre and given its 
location would compete for the same catchment expenditure. The proposed 
store would be more modern in appearance than the Co-op store and given 
its location would be passed by a large number of Grove and Wantage 
residents on a regular basis. The consultant advises that the fact that the 
store is of a lesser scale (than proposed in the previous application) will mean 
that it is less able to draw trade from across a wider area and less able to 
compete directly with larger foodstores and that this has not been fully 
reflected in the applicant’s impact assessment.  
 

5.37 The retail consultant considers that in terms of trade draw, which is the 
proportion of turnover originated in different zones, the applicant’s 
assumptions should be revised slightly to reflect the fact that a smaller store 
will have less penetration across a wider area. The retail consultant makes 
the following assumptions which they consider better reflect the scale of the 
proposed development and the Inspector’s comments regarding trade draw in 
the appeal decision of the previous application: 
- 41 per cent of the overall convenience goods turnover of the store will be 

drawn from Grove whereas the applicant suggests 38 per cent 
- 48 per cent will be drawn from Wantage whereas the applicant suggests 

49 per cent 
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- 11 per cent will be drawn from Faringdon and its rural area whereas the 
applicant suggests 13 per cent.  

 
5.38 In terms of trade diversion, i.e., the stores from which turnover is diverted, the 

retail consultant considers that the assumptions within the applicant’s impact 
assessment result in: 
- Too much expenditure being diverted from Sainsbury’s at Limborough 

Road, Wantage 
- Too much expenditure being diverted from the Aldi at Faringdon to the 

proposed store, and 
- Insufficient expenditure being diverted from nearby smaller stores in 

Grove and Wantage to the proposed store 
 

5.39 This position is supported by the Inspector’s assessment of trade diversion in 
the previously dismissed appeal and the retail consultant considers that the 
impact assessment submitted by the applicant fails to reflect the Inspector’s 
comments and is predicated on patterns of trade diversion that were found by 
the Inspector to underestimate the likely impact arising at Grovelands Local 
Centre.  
 

5.40 The retail consultant has therefore provided their own revised impact 
assessment based on the above criticisms of the applicant’s assessment and 
consider this makes for a more realistic assessment of how the proposed 
development would trade in practice. This assessment shows that the 
Groveland’s Co-op is the subject of a trade diversion impact which is higher 
than that which would arise at the Tesco Express at Millbrook Square 
whereas the applicant’s assessment considered the impact to be greater at 
the Millbrook Square Tesco Express store. The retail consultant disagrees 
with the applicant’s assessment and does not consider the impact will be 
greater at the Tesco store than the Co-op store for the following reasons: 
- The Co-op has a more pronounced main food shopping role than the 

Tesco Express and would compete against the proposed store more 
directly for this type of expenditure 

- The Co-op is rather dated in respect of its appearance which will impact 
on its attractiveness to shoppers, and 

- The Tesco Express is better located to meet local needs rising in the 
north of Grove, where shoppers are more distant from the appeal site and 
less likely to forego a more convenience option in order to undertake top-
up shopping at the proposed store.  

 
5.41 The applicant in their assessment suggests that the most significant impact 

arising from the proposed development would occur at the Aldi store in 
Faringdon. The retail consultant disagrees with this given that this store is 16 
kilometres from the application site and much of the area between Grove and 
Faringdon is sparsely populated. The retail consultant considers it highly 
unlikely that the Aldi at Faringdon would be subject to a greater impact than 
the Co-op store at Grovelands. In addition, they state that convenience and 
proximity are of significant importance in grocery shopping and consider that 
the applicant’s assessment fails to appropriately reflect this in its findings. 
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5.42 Magnitude of the Identified Impact on existing stores and defined centres 
Strategic Objective SO7 of the Local Plan 2031 is to maintain and enhance 
the vitality and viability of the Vale’s town centres and local shopping centres 
in order to strengthen their service centre roles. The Wantage town centre 
area is defined in Appendix I of the Local Plan 2031 Part 2 and Appendix J 
identifies Grovelands centre in Grove and Millbrook Square centre in 
Wantage as Local Shopping Centres.  
 

5.43 The retail consultant has provided their own assessment of the trade 
diversion impacts arising at relevant stores. They conclude that impacts 
arising at all other destinations except the Co-op store at Grovelands will 
either be very limited or not such that they would materially affect the viability 
of existing stores. The consultant concludes that with respect to other key 
stores: 
- Aldi, Faringdon - there will be some loss of trade but this store trades 

strongly and would continue to trade well if the proposed development 
were to come forward 

- Waitrose, Wantage - the impact would be relatively moderate, but would 
continue to trade in a satisfactory manner if the proposed development 
were to come forward 

- Sainsburys, Wantage – a larger trade diversion would occur than from the 
nearby Waitrose, but would continue to trade in a satisfactory manner if 
the proposed development were to come forward 

- Tesco Express, Millbrook Square Local Centre, Grove – whilst being 
substantially smaller than the Co-op store at Grovelands, it out-performs 
this store in respect of convenience goods turnover is a viable 
convenience store 

 
5.44 In terms of the impact upon the viability and vitality of town and defined 

centres which is the assessment required by Core Policy 32 of the adopted 
Local Plan and by paragraphs 90 and 91 of the NPPF, as a result of the 
above conclusions the retail consultant is satisfied that there would be no loss 
of general function at Wantage town centre and no issues at Millbrook Square 
local centre in Grove.  
 

5.45 As was the case with the previous application and its subsequent appeal, the 
main concern focuses on the Grovelands local centre and the Co-op store 
within. The retail consultant’s assessment identifies that the trade diversion 
from the Co-op store as a result of the proposed development will amount to 
an impact of 15 per cent downturn (compared to the applicant’s conclusion of 
7.1 per cent).  This impact equates to one in every seven shoppers from the 
Co-op store being persuaded to visit the proposed store instead. This is 
considered by the retail consultant to be a very realistic prospect given the 
likely strength of the proposed store due to its competitive pricing and its 
location.   
 

5.46 The current health of Grovelands Local Centre 
The applicant does not consider that the proposed development will result in a 
harmful impact upon the Co-op store or a significant adverse impact upon the 
health of Grovelands local centre. It considers that the post office facility 
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within the Co-op would be unaffected by the proposed development and even 
in their view the unlikely event that the Co-op store would close as a result of 
the proposed development they consider that the Grovelands local centre 
would be unaffected as there are separate reasons for visiting the local centre 
and it has a range of other shops and services which do not overlap with the 
proposed store.   
 

5.47 The retail consultant provides an assessment of the overall health of 
Grovelands Local Centre, identified as a Local Shopping Centre in the 
adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 2 in which the Co-op store is located. 
 

5.48 The centre is embedded in its surrounding residential area and has limited 
visibility in terms of passing traffic. The consultant states that the Co-op 
continues to be of significant importance in anchoring the centre and 
underpinning its ongoing local convenience retail and service role. This is 
supported by the Vale of White Horse Retail and Town Centres Study 2017 
Update which confirms that the Grovelands centre is anchored by the Co-op 
store. This position was also considered appropriate by the Inspector in 
considering the previous scheme. The retail consultant visited Grovelands 
centre in March 2022 and advises that there were two vacant units out of the 
10 available, a slight improvement on the three vacant units in March 2021 
when the centre was previously visited but still comprises 20 per cent of the 
available stock.  
 

5.49 From visiting the store and results of the applicant’s household survey carried 
out in support of their impact assessment, the consultant concludes that the 
Co-op store fulfils a role that is qualitatively different to that of just a top-up 
convenience store and does support some main food shopping trips in 
practice. The household survey concludes that the Co-op store attracts 1.55 
per cent market share of first choice main food shopping for residents from 
Grove, 0.21 per cent for residents from Wantage and 0.46 per cent for 
residents from Faringdon and the surrounding area. It attracts 3.81 per cent 
market share of second choice main food shopping for residents from Grove, 
0.37 per cent for residents from Wantage and zero per cent for residents from 
Faringdon and the surrounding area.   
 

5.50 As highlighted by the Economic Development team, the applicant’s 
assessment does suggest that the Co-op store is most popular as a top-up 
food shopping destination as well as attracting visits to the post office 
currently located within the store. 
 

5.51  The consultant advises that the overall health of the centre appears to be 
relatively fragile, and its ongoing vitality and viability is to a large degree, 
dependent on the ongoing operation of the Co-op foodstore. This view is 
based upon: 
- The limited overall number of commercial units at the centre 
- The vacant units (20 per cent)  
- Non-food retail uses at the centre have a relatively limited appeal and will 

not support substantial levels of footfall 
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- The apparent modest trading performance of the Co-op foodstore, 
evidenced on site when visited and verified by the household survey 

- The visibility of the centre which will impair its performance, and 
- The reliance on the Co-op foodstore to anchor the centre.  

 
5.52 Impact upon the Vitality and Viability of Grovelands Local Centre 

The retail consultant’s assessment identifies that the post-impact turnover of 
the Co-op store (once the proposed development is operational) would be 
£2.31 million per annum and they do not consider that this represents a viable 
store. This figure is not dissimilar from the figures considered by the Inspector 
in the previous scheme, which he considered demonstrated that the Co-op 
store’s trading position would become unviable as a result of implementation 
of the previously proposed store which would result in a significant adverse 
impact on the local shopping centre. 
 

5.53 The retail consultant considers it clear that the post-impact performance of the 
Co-op store is not indicative of a viable foodstore, and this was clearly 
identified by submissions from Midcounties Co-operative Society in 
responding to the previous planning application and their participation in the 
subsequent appeal. Officers note that Midlands Co-operative Society have 
been contacted for a consultation response to this current application and no 
response has been received.  
 

5.54 The retail consultant concludes that it is likely that the Co-op would cease to 
trade as a consequence of the application proposal and given its importance 
to the local shopping centre as a whole, this would fundamentally undermine 
the wider health of Grovelands local centre. They advise that the proposed 
development would result in a significant adverse impact at the Co-op store 
and at Grovelands local centre as a whole. The proposal therefore fails to 
demonstrate compliance with Core Policy 32 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 
Part 1 and paragraph 91 of the NPPF.  
 

 
5.55 

The future of the Co-op store in Grovelands Local Centre 
Officers are aware of comments from the applicant and the Parish Council 
regarding reports that the existing Co-op store may be due to close and in 
addition that the Co-op may be due to open a small convenience store in the 
local centre at Grove Airfield. No evidence to support these claims has been 
provided. Officers have contacted the Co-op for comment on the proposed 
development, but no response has been received. Officers are of the view 
that without any evidence to substantiate the above claims, no weight can be 
given to their consideration in the determination of this application.  
 

 
5.56 

Retail and Economic benefits of the proposed development 
As noted above the Economic Development highlight that the proposed 
development could help to fulfil the required retail capacity in Wantage and 
Grove identified in the Vale of White Horse Retail and Town Centre Study 
Update 2017.  
 

5.57 The Economic Development team highlights that the proposed development 
will deliver up to 40 new jobs in the operational phase and some new jobs in 
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the construction phase and represents substantial investment (circa £10 
million) in the local area. This has also been recognised by Grove Parish 
Council and residents. The Economic Development team recommend that 
these benefits of the proposed development receive weight considering the 
fragility and viability concerns of the Co-op store and Grovelands local centre. 
Officers note however that objectives and policies in the adopted local plan 
give a level of protection to the Grovelands local centre as an identified local 
shopping centre. Should permission be granted it is recommended that a 
Community Development Plan (CEP) be secured by condition to maximise 
the potential employment benefits of the proposal for the local community as 
required by Policy DP1 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 2.  
 

5.58 Officers are mindful of the cited benefit of the proposed development in 
improving local food retail choice in Wantage and Grove as there is not 
currently a discount food retailer operating in the vicinity. Linked to this are 
social and environmental benefits cited in that the proposed development 
would reduce the need for residents to travel to other discount retail stores 
further afield. In addition, the applicant, Grove Parish Council and residents 
cite the lower prices offered by the intended end user Lidl as a benefit in 
terms of assisting residents given the current cost of living crisis. Officers note 
however that the end user of the proposed development cannot be controlled 
through the grant of planning permission and this application must be 
considered based on the use class applied for. This is as a Class E food retail 
store and therefore limited weight can be given to benefits associated with the 
intended end user as a discount food retailer.  
 

5.59 Officers must consider how retail and economic benefits, together with other 
identified benefits of the proposed development weigh in the planning balance 
against the identified harm to the vitality and viability of the Grovelands local 
centre which is contrary to Core Policy 32 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 
Part 1. This assessment is detailed below in section 6.  
 

 
5.60 

Impact on Community Services and Facilities 
Officers are aware that the Co-op store at Grovelands also provides Post 
Office services for Grove. 
 

5.61 DP8 of Local Plan 2031 Part 2 seeks to protect existing community services 
and facilities, and proposals involving the loss of an existing facility will need 
to provide evidence to demonstrate how the facility is no longer economically 
viable and/ or no longer meets a local need. 
 

5.62 Paragraph 93 of the NPPF states that: 
‘To provide the social, recreational and cultural facilities and services the 
community needs, planning policies and decisions should: 

a) Plan positively for the provision and use of shared spaces, community 
facilities (such as local shops, meeting places, sports venues, open 
space, cultural buildings, public houses and places of worship) and 
other local services to enhance the sustainability of communities and 
residential environments 
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b) Guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services, 
particularly where this would reduce the community’s ability to meet its 
day-to-day needs 

c) Ensure that established shops, facilities and services are able to 
development and modernise, and are retained for the benefit of the 
community’.  

 

5.63 In refusing the previous scheme on this site, this Council included in the 
reason for refusal that the application failed to guard against the potential and 
unnecessary loss of the Post Office as a community facility as a result of the 
impact upon the Grovelands Local Centre and the likely closure of the Co-op 
store as a result of the proposed development. In the appeal decision the 
Inspector did not share this view, concluding that the Post Office could move 
to a new venue in the area in the event that the Co-op closed. Whilst the 
same conclusion has been reached in this application regarding the impact on 
the Co-op and its likely closure as a result of the proposed development, in 
light of the Inspector’s conclusions regarding the Post Office in the previous 
application, officers do not consider that the proposed development fails to 
guard against the unnecessary loss of valued facilities and services as set out 
in paragraph 93 of the NPPF. 
 

5.64 Design, Landscape and Visual Impact 
CP37 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 states that proposals for new 
development will be required to be of a high-quality design that responds 
positively to the site and surroundings. Proposals are also required to be 
visually attractive, and the scale, height, density, grain, massing, type, details 
and materials should be appropriate for the site and surrounding area. 
 

5.65 CP44 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 1 states that the key features that 
contribute to the nature and quality of the Vale of White Horse District’s 
landscape will be protected from harmful development and where possible 
enhanced. Where development is acceptable, measures should be sought to 
integrate development into the landscape character of the area. Proposals will 
need to demonstrate how they have responded to the landscape character by 
incorporating appropriate landscape proposals and preserving and promoting 
local distinctiveness. 
 

5.66 Development Policy 29 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 2 states that development 
proposals will need to demonstrate that settlement character is retained, and 
physical and visual separation is maintained between settlements. 
Development proposals will only be permitted provided that the physical and 
visual separation between two settlements is not unacceptably diminished 
individually, or cumulatively with other existing or proposed development and 
that it does not lead to the loss of environmental or historical assets that 
contribute towards local identity. 
 

5.67 Paragraph 130 of the NPPF states that decisions should ensure that 
development will function well and add to the overall quality of the area, are 
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visually attractive and are sympathetic to local character and history, including 
the surrounding built environment and landscape setting. 
 

 
5.68 

Landscape and Visual impact 
The building is proposed to be located at the south of the site with retaining 
walls along the southern and eastern boundaries. The retaining walls are 
required due to the sloping nature of the site once the development footprint 
for the building and car parking to the north is levelled. The proposal differs 
from the previous scheme on this site with a slightly smaller building in terms 
of footprint proposed, the building is reduced at the eastern end of the site. 
The maximum height of the building is 7.02 metres compared to 6.7 metres in 
the previous scheme.  
 

5.69 The previous application on this site was refused on landscape grounds, as it 
was considered that the proposed development was harmful to the local 
landscape character identified as being locally important, that it was not well 
integrated into the local character of the area and was at odds with the rural 
interface and the important role the site plays in terms of the visual and 
physical separation between Wantage and Grove. Whilst the subsequent 
appeal was dismissed, it was not dismissed on landscape or visual grounds 
or on the design details of the proposed development. The appeal Inspector 
considered that the openness between Wantage and Grove has already been 
compromised by the residential properties at Wolage Drive and the Elms 
Farm Business Park. The Inspector did not consider that the site makes a 
significant contribution to the landscape setting of either Grove or Wantage 
and considered there only to be a moderate to adverse impact to the 
landscape setting and did not consider that the proposed development 
conflicted with Core Policies 37 or 44 from the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 
1 or Policy DP29 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 2. 
 

5.70 Consequently, given the very similar nature of the development proposed in 
this application the Landscape Architect raises no objections on landscape or 
visual grounds or raises any conflict with Policy CP44. Given the similar 
nature of the two schemes, that planning policy has not materially changed 
since the appeal decision, the appeal decision decided landscape and visual 
impacts would be acceptable, it is now considered the proposal would not 
result in unacceptable landscape or visual harm. 
 

5.71 The proposed car parking is of a very standardised design with very little 
landscaping within or at the edges to break up the visual dominance of its 
hardstanding. Officers would expect a higher quality landscaping scheme 
which breaks up the dominance of the hardstanding to be secured via 
condition should permission be granted, as supported by principle 5.93 of the 
adopted Joint Design Guide.  
 

 
5.72 

Design 
The proposed building is of an ordinary, functional design. It is to be single 
storey with a mono-pitch roof sloping to the south with glazing to the west 
onto the A338. Information submitted with the application indicates that the 
building has been designed to be set into the rising land, using retaining 
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structures and landscaping to limit and screen public views of the site. The 
retaining structures are substantial and are proposed to be planted with native 
shrubs and planters.  
 

5.73 The elevations are proposed to be built using buff brick and cedar cladding, 
the same as the design of the previously proposed scheme to which the 
Urban Design Officer advised that the materials and detailing proposed were 
sympathetic and bring a degree of articulation to the scheme. The material 
palette suggested is appropriate to the local context and the more 
contemporary nature it brings to the scheme is welcomed.  
 

5.74 Overall officers are satisfied that the proposed building is appropriate to its 
setting and local character and the elevational treatment assist in elevating 
the building to a higher quality, contemporary design beyond a standard 
functional building.  
 

 
5.75 

Sustainable Design and Construction 
Policy CP40 of the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 encourages developers to 
incorporate climate change adaptation and design measures to combat the 
effects of changing weather patterns in all new development. 
 

5.76 The Design and Access Statement submitted to support the application 
references various sustainability and energy efficiency objectives of the 
applicant relating to water usage, lighting and recycling and waste 
management. Whilst such objectives are welcomed, they cannot be secured 
or controlled through the planning process. 
 

5.77 The applicant advises that the canopy proposed above the glazed elements 
on the west and part of the northern elevation is designed to manage thermal 
gain within the building. 
 

5.78 The roof plan submitted indicates that photovoltaic panels will be installed on 
the roof covering approximately 800 square metres. No further details of the 
photovoltaic panels have been provided; such details can be secured by 
condition. Officers recognise the support for such measures in Policy CP40 of 
the adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and principle 6.6 of the adopted Joint 
Design Guide.  
 

5.79 Flood risk and drainage 
The site is in flood zone 1 which is an appropriate location for development in 
flood risk terms. A Flood Risk Assessment (FRA) has been submitted in 
support of the application and indicates that the site is at a low risk of flooding 
from all sources. 
 

 
5.80 

Surface Water drainage 
The FRA states that the site is not suitable for infiltration drainage and 
discharge to a watercourse is not possible, therefore the drainage strategy 
proposes a restricted discharge of surface water into an existing Thames 
Water sewer in the adjacent road with crated attenuation. Following 
comments raised by the Drainage Engineer regarding the lack of Sustainable 
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Drainage Systems (SuDS) within the proposed scheme, the drainage strategy 
has been amended to incorporate permeable paving to provide water quality 
benefits.   
 

5.81 Following the inclusion of permeable paving and some changes to 
calculations in the drainage strategy, the Drainage Engineer and Lead Local 
Flood Authority have raised no objections subject to full details of the surface 
water drainage scheme being provided by condition.  
 

5.82 Previously Thames Water have advised that there is an inability of the 
existing surface water infrastructure to accommodate the needs of the 
proposed development and have requested a condition restricting occupation 
(use) of the proposed development until it has been confirmed that all surface 
water network upgrades required have been completed, or an alternative plan 
has been agreed. 
  

 
5.83 

Foul water drainage 
Foul water drainage will be discharged to an existing foul water sewer. 
Previously Thames Water have raised no objections with regards to foul water 
sewage network infrastructure capacity. The Drainage Engineer has 
recommended that should the application be approved; details of the foul 
water drainage should be required by condition.  
 

5.84 Should the application be approved, officers are satisfied that the site can be 
adequately drained to comply with policy CP42 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 1, 
subject to further details required by condition. 
 

 
5.85 

Traffic, parking and highway safety 
The application is supported by a Transport Assessment (TA). The highway 
authority has reviewed all of the information submitted and following receipt of 
amended plans raise no objections on highway grounds, subject to 
conditions. 
 

 
5.86 

Traffic impact 
The assessment of trip generation within the TA was based upon a 
discounted retail food store, however the highway authority note that planning 
consent would be based upon use class and therefore the occupiers could 
change in the future resulting in a higher trip generation. The applicant has 
subsequently submitted a comparison of the potential trips associated with 
the proposed store and a standard food store; the highway authority has 
assessed the likely trip rates and considers them to be acceptable. The 
highway authority also accepts the likelihood in the assessment that 30 per 
cent of trips to the proposed store will be linked to an existing journey. It is not 
considered that the proposed retail development would have a severe impact 
on the road network.  
 

 
5.87 

Access 
Access to the site is to be from the A338 to the west at the centre point of the 
site’s frontage. The access would be formed with a right turn lane on the A338 
to avoid conflict with other junctions on the road. Grove Road will be widened 
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on the eastern side of the carriageway using the existing grass verge and 
adjusting the alignment of the existing shared cycle/ footway to accommodate 
the proposed access. 
 

5.88 The footway/ cycleway provision is to be maintained along the eastern edge 
of the A338 and pedestrians/ cyclists using this path are to be given priority. 
The existing path is to be taken across the proposed access. Inbound and 
outbound traffic will give way to pedestrians/ cyclists crossing the road by way 
of giveway lines. Concerns have been raised by Grove Parish Council, 
residents and local interest groups that the existing cycle path at the access 
should continue in a straight line as opposed to curving into the site as 
proposed to ensure that cyclists can maintain momentum and ease of 
movement. The highway authority has advised that the current proposed 
arrangement allows for vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists to have a clear view 
of each other at the point at which pedestrians and cyclists are given priority. 
Whilst acknowledging the recent change to the highway code which gives 
priority to cyclists, the highway authority advises that the proposed 
arrangement with the deviation of the route alignment is appropriate to ensure 
road safety to all users, particularly given the number of daily movements that 
will occur at the access.  
 

5.89 The existing shared path in this location measures approximately 2.6-2.7 
metres wide. The Transport Assessment indicates that the shared path as 
proposed will measure 3.0 metres wide however the submitted plans indicate 
it will vary between 2.6-2.9 metres. The highway authority has advised 
officers that they wish to see this increased to 3 metres wide in the vicinity of 
the proposed store and this can be covered by condition. Should planning 
permission be granted officers consider that a condition should be attached 
which requires details of such an amendment to the width of the cycle path to 
be submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in consultation 
with the highway authority.  
 

5.90 The highway authority raised concerns regarding the swept path of HGVs 
within the site having to reverse past customer parking spaces to service the 
site. The applicant has subsequently confirmed that all refuse from the store 
is to be taken away in the same vehicle that deliver goods to the store 
approximately 2-3 times per day. The applicant has also confirmed that the 
store will be serviced outside of peak times or when the store is closed. A 
condition requiring details of deliveries and servicing of the site can be 
required by condition should permission be granted. The highway authority 
initially raised concerns regarding HGVs potentially overhanging the A338 
carriageway when giving way to pedestrians and cyclists. The applicant 
subsequently submitted a technical note that states that this risk would be 
negligible given the frequency of movements as well as highway users along 
the A338 having a duty of care to maintain when driving with regards to 
maintaining safe stopping distance. The highway authority therefore considers 
this situation acceptable. The visibility splays provided at the access are also 
considered to be acceptable to the highway authority.  
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5.91 A Stage 1 Road Safety Audit has been provided by the applicants and its 
findings are considered acceptable to the highway authority except for the 
identified substandard length of the right turn lane off the A338 into the site. 
The highway authority has advised that this matter can be addressed at the 
detailed highway design stage when the applicant will need to enter into a 
S278 agreement with the highway authority to carry out works within the 
public highway, this may involve relocation of the Toucan crossing to the 
south of the proposed access. Officers consider that should planning 
permission be granted a condition should be attached which requires details 
of such an amendment to the right-hand turn lane and crossing point to be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning authority in consultation with 
the highway authority. Wantage and Grove Campaign Group have raised a 
concern with the Road Safety audit being carried out during the Easter school 
holidays and therefore would not reflect the full level of traffic on a normal 
school day. The highway authority has advised that the RSA assesses mainly 
any potential risk/ safety issues arising from the design of the development 
and is not based upon the level of traffic and they are therefore satisfied that it 
is an appropriate assessment.  
 

 
5.92 

Parking 
123 car parking spaces are proposed to be provided including eight parent 
and child and eight disabled spaces to DDA standards. Two electric vehicle 
charging points are proposed to be provided in accordance with the Vale of 
White Horse Air Quality Developer’s Guidance document and can be secured 
via condition which can secure these as ‘rapid’ chargers in accordance with 
the guidance. The highway authority has confirmed that a suitable level of car 
parking is proposed. 
 

 
5.93 

Cycle Parking 
It is proposed that 12 spaces in the form of six covered Sheffield stands are to 
be provided for customer cycle parking and staff cycle parking is to be 
provided within the warehouse element of the proposed building. This 
provision is acceptable to the highway authority and submission of full details 
of cycle parking can be required by condition.  
 

 
5.94 

Traffic, parking and highway safety 
The highway authority has raised no objection to the proposed development 
subject to conditions and S106 contributions. Should the application be 
approved, officers are satisfied that a safe and convenient access for 
vehicles, pedestrians and cyclists can be provided. Furthermore, the 
proposed development will not result in a severe impact upon the capacity of 
the surrounding road network.  
 

 
5.95 

Historic Environment 
The Grade II listed building Elms Farmhouse lies approximately 87 metres 
north of the application site on the western side of Grove Road. Given the 
existing context of the listed building with residential dwellings on either side 
and given the distance to the application site, officers are satisfied that the 
proposed development will not have a detrimental effect upon the setting of 
the listed building. 
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5.96 

Archaeology 
The County Council Archaeologist has identified that the site is within an area 
of archaeological potential; to the south east are two later prehistoric and 
Romano British occupation sites. The applicant has submitted an 
archaeological desk-based assessment however the County Archaeologist 
advises that this contains limited information and does not assist with 
assessment of the application in terms of the historic environment.  The 
Archaeologist advises that whilst there is currently no indication that 
archaeological features of such significance as to preclude the principle of 
development are present, archaeological investigation should be undertaken 
in advance of the commencement of development on site. 
 

5.97 Officers are satisfied that should the application be approved, archaeological 
matters could be dealt with by condition, requiring the applicant to implement 
a staged programme of archaeological investigation prior to development 
commencing.  
 

 
5.98 

Biodiversity 
A preliminary ecological appraisal has been submitted in support of the 
application. The Countryside Officer advises that impacts on protected 
species are unlikely. Reptile surveys submitted in support of the previous 
application did not reveal any populations of reptiles on site and the site and 
surrounding conditions have not materially changed since those surveys were 
carried out. The Countryside Officer has also previously advised that there is 
no reasonable likelihood of Great Crested Newts being adversely impacted by 
development on this site due to the separation of the site from confirmed 
records by the Letcombe brook, housing at Wolage Drive and the A338.  
 

5.99 The appraisal concludes that the primary habitat on site is semi-improved 
neutral grassland. A biodiversity impact assessment has been submitted 
utilising a biodiversity impact calculator to quantify the loss to biodiversity as a 
result of the proposed scheme. The assessment concludes that the scheme 
would result in a net loss of 8.45 habitat units. Therefore, an offsetting 
payment to an approved Biodiversity Offsetting Scheme is required to 
address this net loss to biodiversity resource. This can be secured by 
condition should the application be approved.  
 

5.100 Officers are satisfied that should the application be approved, the applicant 
could be required to make a payment into a biodiversity offsetting scheme to 
ensure that there is no net loss of biodiversity, details of which can be 
required by condition. The application would then be compliant with Core 
Policy 46 of Local Plan 2031 Part 1.  
 

 
5.101 

Impact upon residential amenity 
The nearest residential properties to the application site are those properties 
in Wolage Drive on the western side of Grove Road and Stone Haven which 
lies adjacent to the eastern boundary of the site. 
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5.102 The new building will be very visible to adjacent residential properties but 
given the significant distances between the proposed building and existing 
properties, officers do not consider that there will be a detrimental impact 
upon residential amenity in terms of loss of privacy, daylight or sunlight, or 
from visual intrusion. 
 

 
5.103 

Light pollution 
Should the application be approved, a condition could be secured requiring 
details of external lighting to be provided to ensure it is appropriate in both 
design and light levels to the site’s setting and adjacent uses to accord with 
policy DP21 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 2. 
 
 

 
5.104 

Noise pollution 
A Noise Impact Assessment has been submitted in support of the application 
which assesses the impact of activities associated with the proposal on 
existing residential properties adjacent to the site. 
 

5.105 The Environmental Health Officer has raised no objections to the proposed 
development subject to the mitigation measures outlined in the noise 
assessment being actioned in full. However, the noise assessment does not 
recommend any mitigation measures due to the proposed layout of the store 
and retaining structures offering some screening to any noise generated from 
deliveries and plant and therefore predicted noise levels at the nearest 
residential properties are considered likely to be lower than existing ambient 
and background noise. Officers are satisfied that the proposed development 
will not have a significant adverse impact on residential amenity in terms of 
noise.  
 

 
 
5.106 

Developer Contributions 
The NPPF advises that planning obligations should only be sought where 
they meet all of the following tests in paragraph 204:  

I. Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning 
terms;  

II. Directly related to the development; and 
III. Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the 

development. 
 

5.107 Policy CP7 of the Local Plan 2031 Part 1 provides that development will only 
be permitted where the necessary physical infrastructure and service 
requirements to support the development can be secured.  
 

5.108 Should the application be approved the following developer contributions 
would be considered fair and proportionate and could be secured through a 
section 106 agreement: 

 
District Council Amount (£) 

Public art (£10 per sqm.) £20,350 

S106 monitoring fee £1,763 

Total £22,113 
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Oxfordshire County Council Amount (£) 

Public transport services – to 
enhance bus services serving 
Grove and Wantage 

£17,560.00 

Public transport infrastructure – 
Provision of a cantilever type 
shelter and real-time information 
(if not secured through a S278/38 
agreement) 

£23,568.00 

Travel Plan monitoring £1,446.00 

Total £42,574.00 
 

 
5.109 

 
The Wilts and Berks Canal Trust whilst confirming that the proposed 
development will not itself directly prevent or hinder restoration of the canal, 
have requested a contribution towards the dredging and rewatering of the 
Elms Farm section of the canal between Denchworth Road and Grove Road 
which is close to the application site. This project includes the cosmetic 
reinstatement of the historic Grove Top Lock at the western end as a public 
local history and amenity feature. As set out in the Developer Contributions 
Supplementary Planning Document (November 2021) S106 obligations are 
used to secure specific planning policy requirements or to mitigate direct 
impacts of the development including the provision of infrastructure. The 
Community Infrastructure Levy is used to secure a financial payment from a 
developer which can be used for any infrastructure needed to support 
development of the district and is used for district-wide and local infrastructure 
projects. As the project proposed by the Wilts and Berks Canal Trust does not 
represent mitigation for a direct impact of the proposed development officers 
do not consider it would be appropriate to be secured through S106, but could 
be funded through an application for funds from the Community Infrastructure 
Levy to which this development will need to contribute to should permission 
be granted, as set out below.  
 

5.110 Community Infrastructure Levy 
The Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) charging schedule was adopted and 
implemented in November 2021. CIL is a levy charged on new development 
in the district; the money raised will be used to fund infrastructure and support 
growth. In general, off-site mitigation would be sought via CIL and on-site 
elements and direct mitigation elements would still be sought via a S106 
agreement and as such are listed in the table above. 
 

5.111 The CIL charging schedule identifies that supermarket development will be 
chargeable at a rate of £116.65 per square metres of floorspace. Should the 
application be approved CIL would be charged for the 2035 square metres 
gross internal floorspace proposed with a total of £237,382.75.  
 

 
6.0 CONCLUSION AND PLANNING BALANCE 
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6.1 Section 38 (6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires 
applications for planning permission be determined in accordance with the 
development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 

6.2 Officers consider that the proposed development will result in a significant 
adverse impact on the Grovelands local shopping centre as a result of the effect 
of the proposed development on the centre’s anchor store; the Co-op. This will 
be harmful to the vitality and viability of the centre, contrary to Core Policy 32 of 
the Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and paragraphs 90 and 91 of the NPPF. 
 

6.3 Officers are mindful of the potential benefits of the proposed development. The 
store could help to fulfil the outstanding retail capacity in Wantage and Grove 
identified in the Vale of White Horse Retail and Town Centre Study Update 
2017. It will deliver up to 40 new jobs in the operational phase as well as jobs 
during the construction phase and represents a £10 million investment in the 
local area. In addition, the development is proposed to use photovoltaic panels 
on the roof to generate solar energy which is welcomed. 
 

6.4 Other benefits have been cited such as the provision of electric vehicle charging 
points and the use of sustainable drainage systems in the form of permeable 
paving. Officers note that such measures are standard requirements of Local 
Plan policy to make a scheme acceptable and are therefore afforded limited 
weight. 
 

6.5 The store would provide an additional store to the local retail offer. Reference 
has been made by the applicant and some consultees that it would improve 
local consumer choice as there is not current a discount food retailer operating 
in Wantage or Grove, it would also reduce the need to travel to such stores 
further afield providing some social and environmental benefits and that it would 
assist residents to shop at a store with lower prices given the current cost of 
living crisis. Officers note however that the submitted application is for a Class E 
retail store and the end user, as a discount retailer, cannot be secured through 
planning permission and a different food retailer could operate at the site. 
Therefore, officers consider that the benefits associated with the intended end 
user can be afforded little weight in the planning balance.  
 

6.6 On balance, officers do not consider that the benefits of the proposed 
development outweigh the identified harm to the vitality and viability of 
Grovelands local centre. Officers give full weight to Core Policy 32 of the 
adopted Local Plan 2031 Part 1 and substantial weight to paragraphs 90 and 91 
of the NPPF in this regard. Officers also give significant weight to the dismissed 
appeal decision for a broadly similar proposal which was only issued 14 months 
ago. This identified a significant adverse impact on Grovelands local centre and 
despite the slight reduction in floorspace proposed, officers consider that this 
significant adverse impact remains.  
 

6.7 It is therefore recommended that the application be refused for the reasons 
stated at the beginning of this report. 
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 The following planning policies have been taken into account: 
 Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 policies; 

CP01  -  Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
CP03  -  Settlement Hierarchy 
CP07  -  Providing Supporting Infrastructure and Services 
CP15  -  Spatial Strategy for South East Vale Sub-Area 
CP32  -  Retail Development and other Main Town Centre Uses 
CP33  -  Promoting Sustainable Transport and Accessibility 
CP35  -  Promoting Public Transport, Cycling and Walking 
CP37  -  Design and Local Distinctiveness 
CP38  -  Design Strategies for Strategic and Major Development Sites 
CP39  -  The Historic Environment 
CP40  -  Sustainable Design and Construction 
CP42  -  Flood Risk 
CP43  -  Natural Resources 
CP44  -  Landscape 
CP46  -  Conservation and Improvement of Biodiversity 
 
Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2 policies; 
DP08  -  Community Services and Facilities 
DP11 – Community Employment Plans 
DP16  -  Access 
DP17  -  Transport Assessments and Travel Plans 
DP20  -  Public Art 
DP21  -  External Lighting 
DP23  -  Impact of Development on Amenity 
DP25  -  Noise Pollution 
DP26  -  Air Quality 
DP29  -  Settlement Character and Gaps 
DP36  -  Heritage Assets 
DP38  -  Listed Buildings 
DP39  -  Archaeology and Scheduled Monuments 
 

 NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN 
Grove does not currently have a Neighbourhood plan 
 
JOINT DESIGN GUIDE 2022 
 
DEVELOPER CONTRIBUTIONS SPD 2021 
 
NATIONAL PLANNING POLICY FRAMEWORK 2021 
 
PLANNING PRACTICE GUIDANCE 
 
Other Relevant Legislation  
Human Rights Act 1998 The provisions of the Human Rights Act 1998 have 
been considered in the processing of the application and the preparation of this 
report.  
Equality Act 2010 In determining this planning application, the Council has 
regard to its obligations under Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010.  
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Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas Act) 1990 
Community & Infrastructure Levy Legislation 
Section 17 of the Crime and Disorder Act 1998 
Natural Environment and Rural Communities (NERC) Act 2006 
Section 85 of the Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000 
The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 
 

Author: Penny Silverwood 
Email: penny.silverwood@southandvale.gov.uk 
Tel: 01235 422600 
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RELEVANT GEOMETRICAL DESIGN STANDARDS
(DMRB CD 123 GEOMETRIC DESIGN OF AT-GRADE PRIORITY AND SIGNAL-CONTROLLED JUNCTIONS

CD 123 - 6.8 Through Lanes

CD 123 - 6.1.1 Tapers for Ghost Island

CD 123 - 6.4 Turning Length Yes

Direct taper length Yes

Deceleration Length Yes

Ghost island widths Yes

CD 123 - 5.22

CD 123 - 5.22

CD 123 - 6.10

Yes

Yes

Paragraph StandardDescription Achieved

CD 123 - 3.1
Yes

CD 123 - 3.2 Yes

CD 123 - 5.2
Yes

The junction has been designed

for a 16.5m articulated HGV

CD 123 - 5.6.1
Yes

Right turn lane width 3.0m,

through lanes 3.3m

Minor road to Major road

visibility

Minor road to Major road

visibility

Design Vehicle

Corner Radii

Length 25m

Comments

On a minor road approach to a priority junction, there shall be unobstructed visibility of the 

junction from a distance corresponding to the desirable minimum SSD for the design speed of 

the minor road

An approaching road user shall be able to clearly see the junction form from a minimum distance 

of 15 metres back along the centreline of the minor road, measured from the continuation of the 

line of the nearside edge of the running carriageway of the major road

Allowance shall be made for the swept turning paths of the worst case design vehicle which is 

expected to use the priority junction

At simple priority junctions where no provision is to be made for the design vehicle, the minimum 

corner radii should be: 1) 6 metres in urban areas; and, 2) 10 metres in rural areas.

The through lane widths in each direction shall be a minimum of 3.0 metres and a maximum of 

3.65 metres wide, exclusive of hard strips.

1:20 Taper based on 40mph design speed

The turning length shall be a minimum of 10 metres.

5m based on 50kph design speed

25m based on 50kph design speed

The minimum widths of right turning lanes (excluding those on WS2+1 roads), shall satisfy one 

of the following: 1) 3.5 metres; or, 2) 3.0 metres for new junctions; or, 3) 2.5 metres for 

improvements to existing junctions.

Through lanes 3.3m
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Full Planting Schedule

Qty Name Grth Height Root Cntr Centre
12 Acer campestre 14-16cm 350-400cm RB 2.000
8 Betula pendula 14-16cm 500-550cm RB 2.000

13 Brachyglottis 'Sunshine' C 3L 0.500
10 Carpinus betulus 16-18cm 450-500cm RB 2.000
23 Cornus alba 'Sibirica' C 3L 0.800
55 Cornus sanguinea 50-60cm C 3L 1.000
25 Cornus sanguinea 'Mid-Winter Fire' C 3L 0.800
39 Corylus avellana 60-80cm C 3L 1.000
36 Escallonia 'Apple Blossom' 40-60cm C 3L 1.000
55 Euonymus europaeus 60-80cm B 0.800
17 Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen' 20-25cm C 2L 0.800
7 Hebe albicans 'Red Edge' 20-25cm C 2L 0.500

120 Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei' 20-30cm(D) C 3L 0.450
20 Hypericum 'Hidcote' 30-40cm C 3L 0.700
32 Ilex aquifolium 60-80cm C 3L 0.800
76 Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen' 30-40cm(D) C 3L 0.800
5 Malus sylvestris 12-14cm 400-450cm B 2.000
4 Prunus avium 14-16cm 500-550cm RB 2.000

144 Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken' 30-40cm C 2L 0.600
28 Skimmia japonica 'Rubella' 30-40cm C 3L 0.700
10 Spiraea japonica 'Goldflame' 30-40cm C 3L 0.700
6 Sorbus aria 14-16cm 500-550cm RB 2.000
8 Sorbus aucuparia 14-16cm 500-550cm RB 2.000

27 Viburnum opulus 50-60cm C 3L 1.000
22 Viburnum x bodnantense 'Dawn' 60-80cm C 5L 0.800

179 Vinca major C 1-2L 0.450
63 Vinca major 'Variegata' C 1-2L 0.450
97 Vinca minor 'Alba' C 1-2L 0.450

Native Climber Mix
Qty Name Grth Height Root Cntr Centre

518 Clematis vitalba 60-80cm C 2L 0.250
518 Hedera helix 50-60cm C 2L 0.250
443 Lonicera periclymenum 60-80cm C 3L 0.250

Native Hedgerow Mix

Qty Name Grth Height Root Cntr Centre
85 Acer campestre 40-50cm BR 0.250
42 Corylus avellana 40-60cm BR 0.250

214 Crataegus monogyna 40-60cm BR 0.250
85 Prunus spinosa 40-60cm BR 0.250

Native Shrub Mix
Qty Name Grth Height Root Cntr Centre

110 Cornus sanguinea 60-80cm B 1.500
55 Corylus avellana 60-80cm B 1.500
55 Euonymus europaeus 60-80cm B 1.500

110 Ilex aquifolium 60-80cm C 3L 1.500
82 Prunus spinosa 60-80cm B 1.500
55 Rosa canina 60-80cm B 1.500
82 Viburnum opulus 30-40cm C 3L 1.500
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Native Climbers
112nr Clematis vitalba
112nr Hedera helix
96nr Lonicera periclymenum

Native Climbers
82nr Clematis vitalba
82nr Hedera helix
70nr Lonicera periclymenum

Native Climbers
98nr Clematis vitalba
98nr Hedera helix
84nr Lonicera periclymenum

1nr Carpinus betulus

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aucuparia

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Sorbus aria

1nr Prunus avium

1nr Prunus avium

1nr Prunus avium

1nr Prunus avium

1nr Malus sylvestris

1nr Malus sylvestris

1nr Malus sylvestris

1nr Malus sylvestris

1nr Malus sylvestris

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Betula pendula

1nr Acer campestre

1nr Acer campestre

1nr Acer campestre

1nr Acer campestre

Native Shrubs
50nr Cornus sanguinea
25nr Corylus avellana
25nr Euonymus europaeus
50nr Ilex aquifolium
38nr Prunus spinosa
25nr Rosa canina
38nr Viburnum opulus

Native Shrubs
54nr Cornus sanguinea
27nr Corylus avellana
27nr Euonymus europaeus
54nr Ilex aquifolium
40nr Prunus spinosa
27nr Rosa canina
40nr Viburnum opulus

Native Shrubs
6nr Cornus sanguinea
3nr Corylus avellana
3nr Euonymus europaeus
6nr Ilex aquifolium
4nr Prunus spinosa
3nr Rosa canina
4nr Viburnum opulus

Native Hedgerow
76nr Acer campestre
38nr Corylus avellana
191nr Crataegus monogyna
76nr Prunus spinosa

Native Hedgerow
9nr Acer campestre
4nr Corylus avellana
23nr Crataegus monogyna
9nr Prunus spinosa

11nr Cornus sanguinea

14nr Corylus avellana

10nr Corylus avellana

12nr Euonymus europaeus

7nr Viburnum opulus

6nr Viburnum opulus

7nr Viburnum opulus

9nr Ilex aquifolium

11nr Ilex aquifolium

12nr Cornus sanguinea

9nr Euonymus europaeus

4nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'
2nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

1nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

2nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

6nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

6nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'
7nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

9nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

13nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

13nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

15nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

17nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

19nr Vinca major

7nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

9nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

19nr Vinca major

31nr Vinca major
8nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'
5nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

11nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

16nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

3nr Cornus sanguinea

2nr Cornus sanguinea

4nr Cornus sanguinea

4nr Cornus sanguinea

2nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

2nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

4nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

3nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

9nr Viburnum x bodnantense 'Dawn'

3nr Viburnum x bodnantense 'Dawn'

3nr Acer campestre

4nr Cornus sanguinea 'Mid-Winter Fire'

5nr Cornus sanguinea 'Mid-Winter Fire'

5nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

4nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

10nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

7nr Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

5nr Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

3nr Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'

3nr Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'

7nr Brachyglottis 'Sunshine'

7nr Hebe albicans 'Red Edge'

6nr Hypericum 'Hidcote'

14nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

5nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

16nr Vinca minor 'Alba'

9nr Vinca minor 'Alba'

13nr Vinca major 'Variegata'

11nr Vinca major

14nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

15nr Vinca minor 'Alba'

4nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

55nr Lonicera periclymenum

Native Climbers
131nr Clematis vitalba

131nr Hedera helix
112nr Lonicera periclymenum

Native Climbers
222nr Clematis vitalba
222nr Hedera helix
190nr Lonicera periclymenum

8nr Cornus sanguinea

1nr Cornus sanguinea

3nr Cornus sanguinea

16nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

31nr Vinca major

15nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

20nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

8nr Euonymus europaeus

9nr Prunus laurocerasus 'Otto Luyken'

4nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

2nr Escallonia 'Apple Blossom'

30nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

14nr Viburnum opulus

22nr Ilex aquifolium
4nr Cornus sanguinea

Native Climbers
38nr Clematis vitalba

38nr Hedera helix
32nr Lonicera periclymenum

6nr Cornus sanguinea 'Mid-Winter Fire'

5nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

6nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

5nr Vinca major

5nr Spiraea japonica 'Goldflame'

5nr Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

5nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

7nr Hypericum 'Hidcote'

5nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

19nr Vinca minor 'Alba'
8nr Vinca major 'Variegata'

7nr Vinca major

6nr Brachyglottis 'Sunshine'

2nr Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'

7nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

6nr Cornus sanguinea 'Mid-Winter Fire'
5nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

6nr Cornus alba 'Sibirica'

5nr Vinca major

8nr Vinca major
5nr Spiraea japonica 'Goldflame'

5nr Skimmia japonica 'Rubella'

7nr Hypericum 'Hidcote'

5nr Lonicera nitida 'Maigreen'

19nr Vinca minor 'Alba'
8nr Vinca major 'Variegata'

7nr Vinca major
2nr Euonymus fortunei 'Silver Queen'

7nr Hebe pinguifolia 'Pagei'

NOTES:

All planting and seeding to be undertaken within the first planting
season following the completion of construction of the development.
The landscape contractor will make himself aware of the service
locations prior to commencing planting operations and no tree will
be planted closer than 4.5m to any adoptable cable or 3m to any
private cable.

TOPSOIL
At the time of starting work areas to be planted will be covered by
either:
-- Undisturbed topsoil prepared as necessary by the Main
Contractor so that it is a suitable state for the cultivation operations
as stated below.
-- Topsoil to be 450mm for shrub planting.

IMPORTED TOPSOIL FOR PLANTED AREAS
-- Provide as necessary to make up any deficiency of topsoil
existing on site and to complete the work.
-- To BS 3882, grade: General Purpose
-- Source to be confirmed by the Contractor.
-- Provide a declaration of analysis including information
detailing each of the relevant parameters given in BS 3882, clause 6
and table 2 for the grade of topsoil specified.

CULTIVATION
-- Break up any compacted topsoil to full depth.
-- Within a few days before planting, but in suitably dry weather
and ground conditions, cultivate top 300mm of all planting beds,
using suitable plant to loosen, aerate and break up the soil into
particles of 2-8mm.
-- Spread well rotted organic material, subject to approval.
-- Leave surface regular and even.
-- Remove weeds, perennial weed roots and undesirable
material brought to the surface including stones and clods larger
than 25mm in any dimension, roots, tufts of grass and foreign
matter.
-- Do not dig or cultivate within the root spread of trees and
shrubs to be retained.

MATERIALS AND WORKMANSHIP
-- Materials and workmanship shall generally be in accordance
with the following documents - BS3936 Nursery Stock and BS4428.
Recommendations for General Landscape Operations.
-- Plant material to be the sizes and dimensions as stated in the
schedule and shall be healthy with good fibrous root systems.

HERBICIDES
-- Allow for a pre-application of an approved translocated
systemic herbicide to planting areas by suitable spraying apparatus
to the manufacturer's instructions and in line with the 1997 Control
of pesticides Regulations and 2003 COSHH.

TREES
-- All trees to be planted in tree pits @ 1000mm x

1000mm x 750mm or at suitable size to accommodate

root/container size.
-- All trees to be back filled with top soil and suitable organic
material (to be specified).
-- All trees should be staked or double staked using pointed
softwood / peeled chestnut / larch or oak stakes, free from
projections and large or edge knots and tied above ground.
-- All trees in shrub beds located within 3m of any services to
have their roots directed downwards by the installation of Reroot
600 or Reroot 1000 dependant on ground conditions and service
locations.
-- Suitable rabbit guards, fencing, or shelters will be used to
protect plants from damage until established. Existing trees
adjacent to the feature will be left uncut and managed in a similar
way to standard trees. Tree guards will be removed once the
planting is established.

PLANTING
-- All shrubs to be planted in pits 150mm wider and deeper than
their root ball.
-- Shrubs to have a minimum height of 600-800mm, minimum
of 1 shrub per m2 unless otherwise specified.
-- Ground cover planting to be 300mm with plants at 7 per m2
unless otherwise specified.
-- Pits to be back filled with topsoil and slow release fertiliser at
an appropriate rate.
-- All planted areas are to be mulched.
-- Geotextile membrane with minimum 200mm overlap and
holes cut for planting between the topsoil and bark mulch. Sufficient
pegs installed to prevent membrane from lifting.
-- All shrubs to be well watered in at the time of planting and
during dry spells.
-- Shrubs to have suitable rabbit guards to protect plants from
damage during establishment.

GRASSED AREAS
-- Areas indicated on the plan as grass to be turfed to BS 3969, free
from undesirable grasses and weeds.
-- Lay turf in Spring or Summer within 18 hours of delivery and
Autumn and Winter within 24 hours of delivery
-- Watering: As necessary to ensure the establishment and continued
thriving of all seeding.
-- The contractor should use machines of appropriate size, shape
and type for the work method involved. All litter, stones and other debris
should be collected and removed by the contractor immediately prior to
grass cutting.
-- Provision should be made for weed control (using a suitable
approved herbicide) of the following injurious weeds; common ragwort,
thistles, docks, Japanese knotweed, giant hogweed and Himalayan
balsam, should they occur on site within the management period.
-- Care should be exercised by the contractor when cutting or
strimming around trees and shrubs to avoid damage to plant stock. Grass
immediately adjacent to trees should be left uncut.

HYDROSEEDING
- Retaining slopes of more than 1:3 to be hydroseeded with a
flowering grass mixture. Supplier: DLF Seeds and Science (or similar
approved)
- Areas indicated on the plan as grass to be seeded as appropriate
in line with manufacturer's specification.
- Refer to engineer's and manufacturer's instructions for seeding.
- Water as necessary to ensure the establishment and continued
thriving of all seeding.
- The contractor should use machines of appropriate size, shape
and type for the work method involved. All litter, stones and other debris
should be collected and removed by the contractor immediately prior to
grass cutting. Care should be exercised by the contractor when cutting on
slopes.
- Provision should be made for weed control (using a suitable
approved herbicide) of the following injurious weeds; common ragwort,
thistles, docks, Japanese knotweed, giant hogweed and Himalayan
balsam, should they occur on site within the management period.
- Seed mix to include 80% grasses, 20% Wildflowers
- Species to include:

Campanula glomerata

Centaurea nigra

Festuca trachphulla

Festuca rubra

Festuca rubra subsp. commutata

Knautia arvensis

Lolium multiflorum

Lolium perenne

Primula veris

INITIAL 12 MONTH MAINTENANCE
- Regular maintenance visits shall be undertaken following planting
to maintain all areas in a weed and litter free condition and to ensure the
healthy establishment of all planting stock.
- For the first 12 months following practical completion the
maintenance is the responsibility of the landscape contractor who
undertook the implementation. Any failures to be replaced during the next
planting season.
- During the maintenance period all areas of planting shall be
watered, dependant on prevailing weather conditions, to ensure healthy
establishment of all stock.
- Areas of grass to be cut fortnightly in the growing season or as
necessary, the arisings removed. In drought or wet conditions, mowing
will be suspended. .
- All planting shall be maintained/ inspected a minimum of 4 times
annually to aid establishment and appearance.
- Maintenance operations shall include; All areas to be kept weed
free by spot treatment with contact herbicide or hand weeding/ forked out,
dead wood to be pruned out, pruning of epicormic growth or suckers from
stems shall be romoved without exposing live tissue, all prunings to be
removed from site. Stakes and ties should be checked and adjusted
accordingly to prevent growth restriction. Pruning of shrubs will be
minimum, but maintain a neat tidy appearance any species which needs
cutting back will only be done at the correct time of year in line with good
horticultural practice. Footpaths will be kept obstruction and waste free.

- On completion of the 12 month maintenance period a site
inspection shall be undertaken by the landscape contractor, landscape
architect/ client and a representative of the appointed management
company as necessary, to assertain that all areas of landscaping
associated with the development are in a satisfactory condition for
handover to the management company. Any necessary works shall then
be carried out to the satisfaction of the landscape architect/ client to
enable the works to be handed over to the appointed management
company or Local Authority as appropriate.
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ONGOING MAINTENANCE AND MANAGEMENT
- The appointed management company should continue to
undertake all necessary operations in line with the above notes,
to ensure that the grounds are maintained in a neat and tidy
appearance in line with good horticultural practice.
- Long term management of all communal areas of soft
landscape shall be based on the above notes, however these
notes are not definitive and any other works required to maintain
the areas in a healthy condition should be carried out on a
regular basis throughout subsequent years.
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https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate

Appeal Decision
Hearing Held on 18 May 2021

Site visit made on 25 May 2021

by Stephen Wilkinson BA (Hons) BPl DIP LA MBA MRTPI

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State

Decision date: 28/06/2021

Appeal Ref: APP/V3120/W/20/3255534
Land at Grove Road, Wantage

Grid ref: 440125 189070

 The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990
against a refusal to grant planning permission.

 The appeal is made by GSC Estates (Wantage) Limited, Lidl Great Britain Limited,
Richard William Smith, Roger David Smith, Colin Arthur Smith and Sidney Harford
Smith against the decision of the Vale of White Horse District Council.

 The application Ref P18/V2300/FUL, dated 7 September 2018, was refused by notice
dated 9 January 2020.

 The development proposed is erection of Class A1 retail food store with associated car
parking, access, landscaping and associated engineering works.

Decision

1. The appeal is dismissed.

Procedural Matters

2. Given the size of the proposed development I reviewed the appeal proposal
with regard to Regulation 5(1) of the Town and Country Planning
(Environmental Impact Assessment) Regulations 2017. On the basis of the
evidence, the proposed development does not require an Environmental Impact
Assessment.

3. A draft Section 106 agreement was submitted with the appeal. I received a
completed agreement together with office copy entries detailing land ownership
on the 7 June 2021. This addresses the issues raised in the Council’s third
reason for refusal. I make further reference to this later in this decision.

4. I received a set of revised plans (plan nos. 8531-L-10A, 8531-01C and 8531-L-
02C) for the landscaping areas around the proposed site entrance in advance of
the Hearing. The revisions are required to ensure that the landscaping areas
are consistent with the access arrangements indicated on other plans
submitted with the appeal. These were presented by the appellant during the
Hearing and no objections were received. I am satisfied that they do not
materially change the proposed scheme.

5. From 1 September 2020 amendments were introduced to the Town and
Country Planning (Amendment) (England) Order 2020 whereby the Class A1
retail, was altered with all retail uses falling within Class E. Given that a use

Appendix 2
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within Class A1 was originally applied for this decision maintains the reference 
to that Class.

Main Issues

6. The appeal raises three issues:

 Whether or not the development of the store would impact on the 
Grovelands shopping centre

 The effect of the proposal on the character and appearance of the 
landscape, and

 Whether or not sufficient infrastructure is included in the scheme as 
mitigation.

Main Issues

Retail impacts

7. The Council’s evidence base for the local plan identified capacity for a medium 
sized food store in the Wantage-Grove area by 20191. It was anticipated that 
the size of the proposed store would vary depending on the programme of 
housing delivery and the extent of the retail offer included within the main 
housing allocations. However, the study identified capacity for a store of 
around 1,600sm net by 2024-29.

8. The proposed store would result in trade diversion from the existing centres
across the Grove/Wantage/Faringdon area. However whilst each of the existing 
centres, including the Millbrook centre within Grove have healthy trading 
positions which can withstand the impact of the new store it is the impact on 
the Grovelands local centre and in particular due to its size, the impact on the 
store run by the Mid Counties Co-op super market (the Co-op) and a related 
impact on the Post Office (PO) within the store which is at the heart of this 
issue. 

9. In support of their case, the appellant included a retail impact study which 
follows the approach required by Core Policy 322 and suggested by Planning 
Policy Guidance. This includes a defined study area primarily based on the 
Council’s retail study3 and includes data inputs against 3 scenarios based on 
varying population growth and forecast spend levels. The 3 sub areas include 
Zone 5A – broadly covering the Grove area, 5B including the Wantage urban 
area and Zone 6 extending over a large rural area embracing Faringdon. The 
Council’s retail impact study uses many of the same data sets provided by the 
appellant. 

10. The impact study was supported a by a 700 respondent household survey in 
November 2018 identifying current patterns of shopping. By the time of the 
Hearing the only differences between the parties was over the extent of trade 
draw from within the sub areas and trade diversion from the existing stores. A
base year of 2021 and ‘design year’ of 2025, when the store would have 
achieved a mature trading position is agreed by the parties.

                                      
1 Retail and town centres study 2013
2 Local Plan Part 2 2016
3 Ibid
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11. Whilst the appellant identifies that Paragraph 89 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (the Framework) requires retail impact to be assessed against 
shopping centres and not individual stores, I consider that the Council’s 
approach in focusing on the Co-op store4 is appropriate given its size in relation 
to the total retail floorspace in the local shopping centre and the extent to 
which the centre is anchored by this store. This approach was not challenged 
by the appellant.

12. The Grovelands local shopping centre is located on the western edge of Grove 
and the only vehicular access is from Newlands Drive via Savile Way which 
leads to the car park serving the centre. The access arrangements mean that 
the centre is largely hidden from view. The centre is around 40 years old and
includes the Co-op, essential a convenience (food) store with a turnover of 
£2.47m p.a. The centre is served by around 48 parking spaces. Its location
with limited road signage is not conducive to attracting passing trade.

13. Evidence from the Co-op identifies that the store is too large for their current 
business model and that for this reason it is not benchmarked against other 
stores within the Midcounties (Co-op) group. The Co-op confirms that the store 
regularly fails to meet its budget and that it would not be the type of store that 
they would build now given its location and size.

14. As part of its impact assessment, the Council benchmarked the store using 
nationally available data sets. They estimate that it should have a turnover of 
£7.75m5. Whilst this figure can be treated with some caution it can be 
contrasted with the store’s turnover of around £2.46m6; this demonstrates the
precariousness of the store under existing trading conditions.

15. The site’s context is changing as the former Grove airfield located along the
western edge of Newlands Drive is a housing allocation for 2,500 new homes. A 
new local centre is planned for this site although the form of ‘offer’ is unknown 
and this will not be completed until well after the design year of 2025. Homes 
within the first phase of the development are currently being occupied and it is 
anticipated that around 480 will be completed by the design year of 2025.
These together with around 640 dwellings at the Crab Hill development have 
been factored into each of the scenarios.

16. I visited the Groveland local centre 4 times in a 4 hour period from late 
morning to around 3.30pm on a weekday and at no time did the car park usage
exceed 12 occupied spaces. The site is located within a residential area linked 
to a pedestrian network. I estimate that around 50% of shoppers access the 
centre by foot. It would appear that of the 9 units only the Premier food store 
and community café were open for trade and the betting shop, tatooist and fish 
and chip shop appeared to be vacant. Footfall through the centre was low.

17. The site visit was conducted when Covid-19 restrictions on retail trade had 
been lifted. In contrast during the dame period of time the Millbrook centre had 
the majority of units fully trading. 

                                      
4 VWHDC Retail and Town Centres Study 2013 and 2017 update
5 AY PoE July 2020 paragraph 2.18 and Nexus Poe paragraph 4.51
6 Appeal Statement, Nexus Planning paragraph Table 4.3
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18. The description of trading submitted by the Midcounties Co-op7 confirms my 
observations of the current trading position8, which is largely dominated by top 
up shopping. This is supported by the appellants evidence9 which identifies that 
annually there is around £1.6m of top up shopping compared to main food 
shopping of around £0.86m10; a turnover of around £2.46m.

19. The appellants case is predicated on 2 premises. Firstly, that the new store’s
offer, being a Local Assorted Discounter (LAD), would not compete against the 
Co-op as the function of each store is different. The LAD is characterised by a 
product range distinguished from other large stores offering a limited range of 
goods, at 2,500 lines at discounted prices, (typically a Co-op has around 6,000 
lines). Secondly, the Co-op store is used for mainly top up shopping compared 
to the proposed scheme which would be predominantly used for main shopping 
trips.

20. The household survey indicates that Zone 5A is the source of the majority of 
shopping trips for both main food and top up shopping to the Co-op. However,
these only account for 2.9% of main shopping trips and around 16% of top up 
shopping trips11from this area. This is further evidence of the precarious nature 
of the store’s trading position and demonstrates the relative attractiveness of 
competing centres.

21. The proposed store is projected to have a turnover of £11.87m by 2025 and 
given that 80% of floorspace would be used for convenience shopping this 
would be largely comprised of food sales. The parties disagree on the extent of
its trade draw from each of the 3 sub areas. The appeal site lies on the edge of 
both Zones 5A and 5B and the extent of draw from these areas is estimated by 
the Council to be around 40% (36% appellant) and 47% (49% appellant) 
respectively12 for combined main shop and top up shopping.

22. Given the limited appeal of the Co-op for main food shopping the critical area 
for competition, identified by the appellant, would be in top up shopping. Their
figures anticipate that around 40% of trade would be derived from Zone 5A.
Whilst there would be greater impact on the Tesco store in Millbrook Square
(given its size and trading focus), the Councils figures point to a significant loss 
of trade to the new store from the Co-op of around 8.5% from Zone 5A with 
only limited amounts of trade draw of 1.4% and 1.2% from Zones 5B and 6 
respectively13.

23. I accept that there would be a higher trade draw from Zone 5B than Zone 5A 
given that its catchment population is larger. However, this has to be balanced 
against the quality of the proposed store’s retail offer which has no direct 
competition within Zone 5A, compared to the Sainsbury’s and Waitrose which 
lie in the centre of Wantage, in Zone A.

24. I am more inclined to the Councils figures for the extent of trade draw from 
Zone 5B because the location of the site on the principal road to Grove is 
designed to attract passing trade and it would lie in close proximity to the relief 

                                      
7 Statement of the Blencowe Associates and Co-op letter
8 Appeal statement, Nexus Planning paragraph 3.24
9 PoE Mr Morris paragraph 3.12
10 Appeal Statement, Nexus Planning, Table 4.5
11 Appeal Statement, Avison Young, paragraph 3.9
12 Figures taken from Appellants Supplementary Statement
13 Appeal Statement, Nexus Planning Table11
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road serving east and north Wantage. The advantages of the store’s location in 
this respect is referenced by the store’s proposed operator’s web site14. 

25. The main parties differ in the extent of trade draw anticipated from Zone 6
focussed on the Aldi store in Faringdon. I recognise that similar stores do
compete directly with each other but I tilt towards the Council’s figures given 
the rural character of this sub area. The suggested trade diversion doesn’t, in 
my opinion readily account for the broad geography of sub area 6 which would 
involve people embarking on considerable journey times to reach the proposed 
store. This seems unrealistic given the road network.

26. The appellant’s contention that the retail offer of the proposed store would not 
compete directly with the Co-op for main food shopping is undermined by the 
extent of trade diversion from the Waitrose and Sainsbury’s in Wantage of 
around 6% and 10% respectively15. Each store is well served by parking and 
their central location allows shared trips to other shops and services. The Co-op
does not share the locational benefits of these stores and would face intense
competition for the weekly main shop. 

27. The appellant estimates that by 2025 the Co-op would have a turnover of 
around £2.79m but with the proposed store this would be reduced to £2.53m16. 
In contrast the Council considers the turnover would be £2.28m17 at 2019 
prices, a difference of around £0.5m if the appeal site did not go ahead. 

28. The overall impact of the new store would be a trade diversion from the Co-op 
store of 9.3% according to the appellant’s figures compared to the Council’s
figures of around 17.9% by 2025. In practice this amounts to a difference 
between the parties of around £0.25m at 2025 trading.

29. From my analysis of the assumptions which underpin the figures there would 
be a significant retail impact on the Grovelands Co-op and the local centre 
towards the top of the range suggested by the parties. Whilst this would be 
around £0.25m in diverted trade, this demonstrates the extent to which the 
Co-op’s trading position would become unviable as a result of the 
implementation of the appeal scheme. This would have a significant adverse 
impact on the local shopping centre.

Position of the Post Office

30. Even allowing for the caveats as suggested by the appellants on the nature of 
the business transacted in the PO within the Co-op store, 800 transactions each 
week is significant. For this reason, the counter service can be considered an 
essential community service in line with Paragraph 92 of the Framework.

31. However, even if the store was to close I do not regard this as fatal for the PO 
as the nature of the offer requires only limited floorspace and it has moved 
within the last few years from the former McColl’s store in the Millbrook Square
centre in Grove.

Conclusion on this main issue

                                      
14 Appeal Statement Nexus Planning Appendix F
15 Table 14a Avison Young Supplementary Statement May 2021
16 Tables 10 and 11 Ibid
17 Table 12 Nexus Planning
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32. For a proposed store of over 1,000sm located for a site beyond the main town 
centres, Policy CP32 requires an impact assessment to demonstrate that there 
would be likely significant adverse effects on the vitality and viability of nearby 
town centres. The extent of trade from the proposed store on the Co-op store 
in the Grovelands local centre would vary from 9-17% according to the parties.
The Council conclude that the Co-op store would become unviable and would 
close.

33. The Guidance18 indicates that judgments on the impacts of trade diversion 
should be reached in the light of local circumstances and identifies that in areas 
of high vacancy and limited retail demand even modest levels of trade 
diversion from a new development may lead to significant adverse impacts. 

34. The local centre, dominated by the Co-op is under stress. Although the 
difference between the parties amounts to around £0.25m in lost trade this 
would be a significant amount given the future pattern of trade for this store. 
The development of around 2,500 new dwellings on the Airfield site, could in 
the event of this appeal being allowed enable a ‘lifeline’ for the centre but given 
the design year, the Co-op store would have become unviable before the full
build out of this housing allocation.

35. The local shopping centre has a high vacancy rate and it appears that many of 
the shops are not fully trading. It is for this reason that with the Co-op 
becoming unviable there would have a significant adverse effect on the trading 
of the local centre.

36. For the above reasons, the proposal would have a significant and fatal impact 
on the trading of the Co-op and the local centre in conflict with Policy CS32 of 
Part 1 of the Local Plan 2031. Furthermore, the proposal would be in conflict 
with Paragraph 90 of the Framework which advises that where a significant 
adverse impact on the vitality and viability of a local shopping centre would 
occur, applications should be refused.

Landscape character and appearance

37. There are 2 related issues underpinning this main issue related to the 
landscape integrity of the site and how the proposed scheme responds.

38. The site forms one of two meadows on the east side of Grove Road (A338) 
which lies adjacent to the Elms Business Park. The appeal site is almost 
surrounded by development, including the business park and its vehicular 
access and a bungalow, the A338, (Grove Road) and the northern relief road, 
currently under construction.

39. The site lies within NCA10819, Upper Thames Clay Vales, and on the edge of 
the OWLS study, Lowland Village Farms20 and within the Council’s LCA (2017)
as Downs Footslopes landscape type and the Cobden study (2008) as Elms 
Farm LCA21. This latter category extends to the northern edge of Wantage and 
embraces the site of sheltered housing currently under construction. 

                                      
18 018 Reference ID 2b-018-20190722
19 National Character Area
20 Defined by the Oxfordshire Wildlife and Landscape Study.
21 Landscape Character Area
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40. Both parties agree that the existing site and immediate landscape is of medium 
value and that the landscape impacts of the proposal would be localised given 
the limited visual envelope. The Council consider that the impacts would be 
major/moderate adverse effect on the character of the site compared to the 
appellant which consider that the impacts would be moderate adverse to 
negligible after 15 years with the greatest impacts experienced by residents
who live opposite the site. 

41. There is a change in height across the site from its southwestern corner to the
junction of the access to the business park with the A338, by about 10m and 
east west directly across the site by around 6m. The degree of slope means 
that any development would require significant levelling to create a 
development platform. It is for this reason that the Council consider that the 
site has limited capacity to accept the extent of change proposed by this 
scheme22.

42. The Council’s case is predicated on the retention of the appeal site, free from 
development as it would preserve separation between the settlements of Grove 
and Wantage in line with its published guidance. I do not accept this analysis,
as the openness between the settlements has been compromised by the 
housing around Woolage Drive on the west side of the A338, opposite the site
and the presence of the business park. 

43. In respect of the openness on the east side of Grove Road, from Gypsy Wood
southwards, this experiential quality diminishes as low density residential
development predominates for several hundred metres until the approach to 
the 2 meadows (which include the appeal site).

44. The immediate approach to the site from the north by Bridge Cottage has 
views restricted by the line of trees along the frontage of the northern meadow 
and then from further south by a thick hedgerow along the road frontage 
around the western edges of the roundabout where the relief road will join
Grove Road. 

45. South of the appeal site, there would be about 30m of open land, the cutting 
for the relief road before allotment gardens and the 3 storey sheltered housing 
scheme, which forms part of the housing allocation.

46. Views from the western side of the A338, and in particular, from the path from 
the recreation area are unrestricted and the full extent of the site can be 
appreciated. However, these views are highly localised to the site’s immediate 
context.

47. The extent of the Elm Farm Business park undermines the Council’s case that 
the loss of the appeal site to development would compromise the separation 
between the Grove and Wantage. Although a strong tree belt lies on the 
western edge of the business park, its location is evident by the vehicular 
access and commercial signage.

48. The proposed store would be located at the southern side of the site with 
parking located to the north with a dedicated vehicular access proposed directly 
from the A338. 

                                      
22 Council Landscape Statement paragraph 4.2 
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49. The building will be stepped with the highest elevation of around 6.7m with a 
sloping roof profile to a height of 5.5m in height. The elevation fronting Grove 
Road would have a glazed frontage and include a canopy of around 4.6m in 
height. The northern elevation would comprise brick with cedar cladding with 
brick for the other elevations.

50. New tree and hedge planting is proposed for the southern and eastern edges 
above steep retaining slopes which would be hydroseeded, on the southern and 
eastern edges. A belt of trees is proposed for the site boundary to the A338
which would give way to allow visibility of the store. Landscape on the northern 
and part of the site’s western edge would help to limit views of the car park
which has no landscaping areas within.

51. The proposal involves a permanent change from the current use of the site, 
resulting in an inevitable change to its character. However, the essential point 
is whether this change would amount to harm to the character of the wider 
area.

52. The Elms Farm parcel has been severely truncated by the western extension of 
Crab Hill served by its relief road. For this reason, the site cannot be readily 
referenced in the context of the wider NCA and LCA, and the suggested 
guidelines for how development should be treated have less weight. For the 
same reason the site does not have a rural interface. The Council’s objection 
for development on this site to adhere to published guidance is overstated
given this context. 

53. The scheme has been designed to minimise its impacts on views and 
surroundings through its scale, form and set back within the site. Whilst I have 
concerns over the extent to which the proposed store’s western elevation 
would project towards the road and that there is no landscaping within the car 
park these are shortcomings in the scheme design which in themselves do not 
warrant an objection on this main issue. 

54. For the above reasons, I do not find a conflict with Policy CS37 and CP44 as the 
site does not make a significant contribution to the landscape setting of either 
Grove or Wantage. The proposed scheme would retain boundary trees and 
hedgerows and would be contained within an existing field pattern. These 
features would serve to allow some integration with the site’s surroundings
leading to only a moderate to adverse impact.

55. Finally, for the same reason I do not find a conflict with Policy 29 which seeks 
to maintain the physical and visual separation between settlements as this has 
already been significantly compromised by recent development.

Infrastructure

56. The appellants submitted a completed Section 106 agreement following the 
Hearing. This includes financial contributions towards public art, bus services 
and highway works. Both the County and District Councils submitted
Community Infrastructure Levy compliance schedules detailing the reasoning 
and policy justification for these contributions.

57. As I am dismissing this appeal, I do not have to consider this agreement 
further.

Interested parties
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58. I have considered the comments of those parties in favour of the appeal 
scheme who make reference to the importance of being able to shop local and 
the need to have a range of shops which would extend consumer choice. I 
acknowledge the importance of these matters but consider that consumer 
choice is something which should be extended to all communities in line with 
the Council’s hierarchy of shopping centres designed to encourage local 
patterns of shopping. The proposed centre would disrupt this by its adverse 
impacts on the Grovelands shopping centre.

Planning balance

59. This appeal raises 2 issues of principle related to the degree of retail impact on 
existing town centres and landscape impacts.

60. In respect of the first main issue I acknowledge that the appeal scheme would 
bring significant investment into the local area. Unusually for an appeal of this 
nature it has attracted support from local people who recognise the potential of 
the scheme to widen consumer choice. This is an important consideration.

61. However, set against this is the Council’s defined network and hierarchy of 
town centres. The appeal site lies outside each of these centres in a location 
which would not complement them. Whilst the appellant states that the LAD 
offer would retain trade within the immediate catchment rather than being lost 
to other areas leading to savings in travel and a reduction in C02 emissions,
the converse could be true in that if allowed, it would result in the Co-op store 
and local centre failing, resulting in additional travel for the residents of Grove. 

62. I acknowledge that there would be some economic benefits arising from the 
new store including the creation of around 40 FTE jobs. However, this would 
have to be set against those which would be lost at the Co-op in Grovelands. 
The impacts on the town and local centres included in the appellants evidence
reveal considerable retail impacts. The difference between the Grovelands local 
centre and the others is that its trading position is so weak, demonstrated by 
its high vacancy rate. The effects of the Co-op store closing would result in the 
local centre failing to fulfil its role as defined in the local plan. So, whilst the 
difference between the parties in post trading impacts would be around £0.25m
this is a demonstration of the weakness of the trading position of the existing 
store.

63. Although there could be implications for the PO within the store, I find that the 
small scale operation, whilst important to the centre is relatively footloose and 
alternative locations could be found. This would be a matter for the Post Office.

64. Regarding the landscape impacts, I recognise that any form of development on 
this site would have a degree of landscape impact counter to policy. However,
the site’s context has altered over recent years, as a result of new 
development and it is largely divorced from the NCA and LCA of which it forms 
a part. 

65. For these reasons, although there are some shortcomings in the overall scheme 
design, I recognise the approach taken to integrate the proposed store into its
landscape context. 
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66. I conclude, that the greater harm from this development arises from the extent 
of the significant adverse retail impact on the Groveland local centre which 
would be in conflict with Policy CS32 of Part 1 of the Local Plan and Paragraph 
90 of the Framework and for this reason the appeal is dismissed.

Stephen Wilkinson, 

INSPECTOR
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 APPLICATION NO. P21/V3542/FUL 

 SITE 3 Cornmarket Faringdon, SN7 7HG 
 PARISH GREAT FARINGDON 
 PROPOSAL Change of use of Red Lion Public 

House, to mixed use development of Use 
Class E on ground floor and Use Class 
C3 on first, plus associated minor 
external alterations to window / door 
positions and external landscaping. 
 
(Viability report received 03.02.22) 
(Amended plans received 22.06.22 and 
29.06.22) 
 

 WARD MEMBER(S) David Grant 
Bethia Thomas 

 APPLICANT Swanee River Ltd 
 OFFICER Susannah Mangion 

 

 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 Planning permission subject to the following conditions: 

 
Standard: 
1.    Commencement 3 years - Full Planning Permission 
2.    Approved Plans 
 
Prior to commencement 
3.    Details of thermal and acoustic insultation 
4.    Schedule of interior repairs, alterations and materials 
5.    Landscaping submission of details 
 
Prior to use 
6.    Odour control 
7.    Plant and extraction 
8.    Bin store 
9.    Cycle parking 
 
Compliance 
10.  Joinery details 
11.  Works to match existing 
12.  Landscaping implementation  
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1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROPOSAL 
1.1 This application has been called to committee by the Planning Manager due to 

the presence of Council owned land at the rear (Southampton Street car park). 
The site of this application is the Red Lion public house, a grade II listed 

building dating from C17th and which is mentioned in the Thomas Hughes 
novel, ‘Tom Brown’s School Days’. The site lies in the Faringdon Conservation 
Area and occupies a corner location on Cornmarket and Brewery Passage. 
Part of the garden of the former Red Lion site is excluded from the current 
application and forms part of application for the former Budgens site (3-7 
Marlborough Street) ref. P21/V3520/FUL which is currently under 
consideration. However, the current proposal would retain part of the external 
area.  
 

1.2 The site lies within the historic core of Faringdon and there are a number of 
other listed buildings in the vicinity, including the Corn Exchange (Old Council 
Chambers) to the north west of the site and the Old Town Hall in the Market 
Place which is grade II* listed. To the east and north are a number of listed 
buildings on Cornmarket including 1,2 and 8-10 Cornmarket.    
 

1.3 The Red Lion PH has been vacant since February 2020 when it last operated 
as a pub with three B&B letting bedrooms above. 
 

1.4 This application seeks planning permission for a change of use of the 
premises to a mixed use development. The proposal involves the provision of 
two commercial units at ground floor comprising an office unit and a 
café/bakery with external seating space, and the creation of residential 
accommodation comprising two 2-bedroom flats at first floor level which would 
be served by a new external access. No off-road car parking provision is 
associated with the proposed development but cycle storage is proposed.   
 

1.5 The location plan is below and the application plans are attached at Appendix 
1. 
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1.6 The application has been subject to re-consultation on the viability assessment 
received on 3 February 2022 and further to amended plans to address 
Conservation concerns and to provide additional information in respect of bin 
and cycle storage.  
 

 
2.0 SUMMARY OF CONSULTATIONS & REPRESENTATIONS 

The full version of all comments received is on the planning application pages 

of the council’s website, www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk 

 
2.1  Original 

 
Amendment 

Great Faringdon 
Town Council- 

 

No objection. No further comments. 

Conservation 
Officer 

An amendment should be 
secured to retain door to 
Brewery Passage. No 
objection in principle. 

 

No objection, subject to 
conditions. 

Countryside 
Officer 

 

No observations. Not consulted 

Drainage 
Engineer 

 

No objection. Not consulted 
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County Highways 
Officer 

Objection: insufficient 
information regarding waste 
storage and cycle storage. 

No objection, subject to 
conditions. 

Environmental 
Protection Officer 

No objection subject to 
condition. 

 

Not consulted 

Waste 
Management 
Officer 

Additional information 
required regarding proposed 
bin storage. 

 

No objection. 

County 
Archaeologist 

 

No objection. Not consulted 

Local Residents Three responses were 
received making the 
following points: 

 Faringdon has 
sufficient cafes – 
additional cafes may 
impact viability of the 
existing businesses. 

 The Red Lion was the 
only town centre pub 
with a secure garden 
suitable for families 

 Would like to see 
solar panels be 
considered and the 
refurbishment of the 
footway outside the 
site. 

 

No comments received 

 

 

3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 

3.1 P07/V0407/A - Approved (21/09/2007) 
Display of new signage 
 
P06/V1191/LB - Approved (12/09/2006) 
Internal structural alterations, minor demolition and new walls, new steel 
external stairs. 
 
P06/V1190 - Approved (12/09/2006) 
Internal alterations, demolition of some internal walls, formation of new walls, 
new raised floor to ground floor, new steel stair access, new floor and doors to 
undercroft. Demolition and rebuilding of external walls to first floor area and 
formation of 3 new letting bedrooms. 
 
P05/V0890/LB - Approved (09/08/2005) 
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Refurbishment of landlords accommodation involving replacement of existing 
light weight room partition with new timber partition, boarding over existing 
windows to central void, forming new opening in existing partition wall, 
replacement of several internal doors and boarding over existing door to a 
second floor roof space. 
 
 

3.2 Pre-application History 
P21/V1702/PEM - Advice was provided on 26 July 2021 regarding the 
proposed change of use of the Red Lion Public House, to mixed use 
development of Use Class E on ground floor and Use Class C3 on first plus 
associated minor external alterations to window and door positions and 
landscaping. Details were available to view in association with the current 
planning application on the council’s website, www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk . 
 

4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

4.1 The development is neither of sufficient scale, nor on the type of site, that 
would require an EIA.  
 

5.0 MAIN ISSUES 
5.1 Principle of the Proposal  

The site lies within the established built limits of Faringdon, which is defined 
as a Market Town under policy CP3 of LPP1. Faringdon has relatively good 
access to services, facilities and public transport links and in accordance with 
policy CP4 of LPP1, there is a presumption in favour of sustainable 
development within the existing built up areas of the Market Towns unless 
material considerations indicate otherwise. Paragraph 86 of the NPPF 
recognises the contribution that residential development can play in ensuring 
the vitality of town centres. 
 

5.2 The proposed mixed scheme for two commercial units at ground floor and two 
residential units above, accords with principles for new housing. 
 

5.3 Viability 
In accordance with policy 4.4E of Faringdon Neighbourhood Plan and policy 
DP9 of LPP2, the conversion of public houses will not be supported without 
evidence that it is not economically viable, that all efforts have been made to 
sell the property at a realistic price, that it is no longer required to meet 
community needs, and that there is no reasonable likelihood or a suitable 
alternative facility of benefit to the community making use of the building. 
 

5.4 The application was accompanied by a viability report undertaken by a 
chartered surveyor. Officers are not aware of any information that would 
dispute the conclusions of the report. Having regard to all the information 
submitted, officers conclude that the public house is not viable having regard to 
local competition and a history of poor trading figures and that it was 
adequately marketed.  
 

5.5 There are a number of other public houses and licensed competition within 
Faringdon to serve the general community need and the proposed scheme 
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includes commercial units at ground floor which, when occupied, will provide 
benefit to the town centre in encouraging footfall to the area and support the 
vitality of the town. 
 

5.6 Design and Impact on Heritage Assets  
Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 requires a local planning authority to have special regard to the 
desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses. Section 72(1) states that 
special attention should be paid to the desirability of preserving or enhancing 
the character or appearance of a conservation area. 
 

5.7 Policy CP39 of LPP1 requires new development to preserve and where 
possible enhance designated heritage assets and their setting in accordance 
with national guidance and legislation. This includes ensuring that vacant 
historic buildings are re-used as soon as possible to prevent deterioration. 
Policy DP37 of LPP2 requires that development within a conservation area 
must demonstrate that it will conserve or enhance its special interest, 
character, setting and appearance. Policy DP38 requires that development 
which alters or extends a listed building must preserve or enhance its special 
architectural or historic interest and significance. Policy DP39 requires an 
application to demonstrate it will not be detrimental to the site or setting of 
Scheduled Monuments or to nationally important archaeological remains. 
 

5.8 Paragraph 197 of the NPPF advises account should be taken of the desirability 
of putting heritage assets to viable use, consistent with their conservation and 
the positive contribution they can make to the community and its vitality. 
 

5.9 Listed building and Conservation Area 
The Red Lion PH is of historical significance due to: 
 

• It is a good example of the 17th Century vernacular buildings within the 
town 

• It is an important part of the composition and compact street pattern that 
forms the character of the Conservation Area 

• It has important group value in its setting alongside immediate 
neighbouring listed properties and within the street scene, 

• It is constructed of traditional materials that are characteristic of the 
local historic vernacular. 

• It is mentioned in the 1857 novel by Thomas Hughes, ‘Tom Brown’s 
School Days’. 
 

5.10 Some significance is attributed to the long-term use of the building as a public 

house. However, the conversion of the ground floor to a café/bakery business 
would retain an active commercial use that would maintain vitality and interest 
within the conservation area. The proposed office use would be neutral in 
impact but it would be located in the back-house area where little appreciable 
activity historically took place. The conversion would retain the primary layout 
and structural fabric but would remove modern partitions installed in 2006. 
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5.11 The residential conversion of the upper floors, from landlord accommodation 
with B&B units, which appears to have been under-utilised for some time, is 
considered acceptable by officers. The internal stair is not used as part of the 
application proposals but it would be boxed in to allow flexibility of 
reinstatement in future should it be required. The proposed layout 
predominantly follows the existing, with modern partitions dating from 2006 at 
the rear of the property being removed and a new partition added to form unit 
2. 
 

5.12 Externally, the existing unsightly fire escape stair would be replaced with a 
‘juliette’ balcony. Access to the residential flats would be taken via a new 
external stair and landing from the private garden area to the south which 
would be less visible and beneficial in heritage terms. 
 

5.13 In general, officers note the interest of the building has been compromised by 
previous alterations and accept it is in need of a viable use to secure the 
conservation of the building and therefore consider the change of use would 
better utilise available space. 
 

5.14 An amended scheme was submitted to address concerns in respect of the 
removal of the plank door to the proposed office.  
 

5.15 The Conservation Officer raised queries in respect of requirements for acoustic 
and thermal insulation and internal alterations. Further details are required to 
be submitted prior to commencement by condition.  
 

5.16 Residential Amenity 
Policy DP23 of LPP2 seeks to ensure that the impact of any development 
proposal on the amenities of neighbours is acceptable. In the vicinity of the site, 
there are a mixture of uses. The proposal gives rise to limited external 
alterations, none of which would give rise to loss of light or visual dominance to 
nearby occupants. The first floor of the Red Lion was formerly used for ancillary 
and incidental residential accommodation and accordingly the alteration to 
independent residential units would not give rise to concerns in respect of loss 
of privacy or overlooking. No objections have been received from local 
residents regarding amenity impacts of the proposal. 
 

5.17 With regard to potential noise and odour impacts from the café/bakery, the 
council’s Environmental Protection officer has recommended conditions 
requiring details of odour control and extraction plant equipment to be 
submitted for approval prior to first occupation. 
 

5.18 Occupants of the residential units would not have access to private outdoor 
amenity space but the conversion, by making a viable use of the 
accommodation, would ensure the conservation of the listed building, and 
future occupants would have access to shared public amenity spaces in the 
locality. 
 

5.19 Policy DP2 of LPP2 requires new 2-bedroom flats to accord with space 
standards to ensure adequate internal floor area. Proposed unit 1, which would 
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be set across first floor and attic, would provide 118 square metres of 
floorspace. Proposed unit 2, which is set entirely at first floor level would 
provide 80 square metres of floorspace. Both units exceed minimum 
requirements of 79 and 70 square metres respectively and would therefore 
accord with policy requirements.  
 

5.20 Traffic, parking and highway safety 
Policies CP35 and CP37 of LPP1 and policy DP16 of LPP2 require 
development to cause no harm to highway safety. Paragraphs 110 – 113 of the 
NPPF provide national guidance on the traffic implications of development. The 
County Highways Officer has carefully assessed the proposal. The site is in a 
highly sustainable location, within walking distance of public transport options 
and local car parks including Southampton Street car park to the rear of the 
site. In addition, there are parking controls on-street in the vicinity of the site. 
 

5.21 Although no on-site car parking is provided as part of the proposal, this is 
consistent with the former Public House use and the development is suited to a 
car-free development. The amended scheme confirmed cycle parking would be 
provided to adopted standards ensuring the sustainability of the proposal with 
regard to transport.  

  
5.22 Landscape 

Policy CP44 of LPP1 aims to ensure that important landscape features 
including trees are retained as part of any proposal. The site does not currently 
benefit from any trees.  Officers consider the scheme provides general 
enhancements to the quality of the surroundings by rationalising and improving 
the available space. Details of the proposed of the landscaping will be required 
by condition. Part of the external area currently associated with the Red Lion 
site would be given over to the adjoining proposed development of the former 
Budgens site (P21/V3520/FUL). This would allow for the proposed re-
development of the former Budgens site to be enlarged with a much more 
generous approach to landscaping.  
 

5.23 Biodiversity 
Policy CP46 of LPP1 covers biodiversity, including protected species and 
biodiversity gain. The Countryside Officer has reviewed the submission and 
has no objection and officers consider the proposal to accord with the aims of 
policy CP46. 

 
5.24 Archaeology 

The locality has a high potential for important archaeological remains but 
having regard to the small-scale proposal, there would be no archaeological 
constraints to the scheme. 

 
5.25 Drainage 

Policy CP42 of LPP1 aims to minimise flood risk from new developments. The 
site lies within Flood Zone 1, at the lowest risk of flooding. The Drainage Officer 
has been consulted and had no objection to the proposal. As the proposal 
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concerns only the re-use of the existing building, there are considered to be no 
drainage issues and no objections on drainage grounds. 

 
5.26 Waste Management  

Policy DP28 of LPP2 requires acceptable measures are provided for waste 
management. Amended details satisfied the council’s Waste Management 
Officer that domestic waste from the properties would be kept separate from 
the commercial waste. Bin storage proposed would be adequate for the 
properties, and contained within an enclosed bin store with sufficient space.  

 
5.27 CIL 

The proposal does not give rise to any increase in residential floorspace and, 
consequently, would not give rise to any CIL liability. 

 
6.0 CONCLUSION 

6.1 No.3 Cornmarket is a grade II listed building that lies within the Faringdon  
Conservation Area. The proposal involves alterations to the former public house 
to create a mixed use scheme comprising commercial uses at ground floor and 
residential flats above.  The proposals would, on balance, have a positive 
impact on the heritage asset and will ensure viable uses for the currently empty 
listed building. The character and appearance of the conservation area would 
be preserved via the provision of an active commercial uses at ground floor and 
there is not anticipated to be any harm to archaeological remains.  
 

6.2 There would be no harm to neighbour amenities, biodiversity or to highway 
safety and the quality of the surroundings would be improved by increased 
landscaping. Adequate waste storage provision would be made and there are 
no drainage implications. 
 

6.3 The proposal is recommended for approval. 
 
 The following planning policies have been taken into account: 
 Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 (LPP1) 

 
A Regulation 10A review for Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) was completed in 
December 2021, evaluating LPP1’s policies for their consistency with national 
policy, considering current evidence and any relevant changes in local 
circumstances. The review shows that five years on, LPP1 (together with LPP2) 
continues to provide a suitable framework for development in the Vale of White 
Horse that is in overall conformity with government policy. 
 
 
CP01  -  Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
 
CP03  -  Settlement Hierarchy 
 
CP04  -  Meeting Our Housing Needs 
 
CP20  -  Spatial Strategy for Western Vale Sub-Area 
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CP32  -  Retail Development and other Main Town Centre Uses 
 
CP33  -  Promoting Sustainable Transport and Accessibility 
 
CP35  -  Promoting Public Transport, Cycling and Walking 
 
CP37  -  Design and Local Distinctiveness 
 
CP39  -  The Historic Environment 
 
CP40  -  Sustainable Design and Construction 
 
CP42  -  Flood Risk 
 
CP44  -  Landscape 
 
CP46  -  Conservation and Improvement of Biodiversity 
 
Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2 (LPP2) 
 
DP02  -  Space Standards 
 
DP09  -  Public Houses 
 
DP16  -  Access 
 
DP23  -  Impact of Development on Amenity 
 
DP25  -  Noise Pollution 
 
DP28  -  Waste Collection and Recycling 
 
DP36  -  Heritage Assets 
 
DP37  -  Conservation Areas 
 
DP38  -  Listed Buildings 
 
DP39  -  Archaeology and Scheduled Monuments 
 

 Faringdon Neighbourhood Plan 2016 
 

4.4B Extending the Town Centre Retail Offer 
4.4E Public Houses 
4.6A Housing Balance 
4.7A Materials and Roofscape 
4.7B Resource Consumption 
4.7C Housing Design 
4.7D Secured by Design 
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4.7E Visual Impact 
 
Joint South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse Design Guide 2022 
 
Equality Act, 2010 
The application has been assessed under Section 149 of the Equality Act. It is 
considered that no identified group will suffer discrimination as a result of the 
proposal. 
 
Human Rights Act, 1998 
The application has been assessed under the Human Rights Act, particularly 
Schedule 1, Part 1, Article 8 and Schedule 1, Part 2, Article 1. The objections of 
individuals have been weighed against the public interest and the 
recommendation made by officers is considered to be proportionate. 
 

Author: Susannah Mangion 
Contact No: 01235 422600 
Email: planning@whitehorsedc.gov.uk  
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 APPLICATION NO. P21/V3543/LB 

 SITE 3 Cornmarket Faringdon, SN7 7HG 
 PARISH GREAT FARINGDON 
 PROPOSAL Change of use of Red Lion Public 

House, to mixed use development of Use 
Class E on ground floor and Use Class 
C3 on first, plus associated minor 
external alterations to window / door 
positions and external landscaping. 
 
(Viability report received 03.02.22) 
(Amended plans received 22.06.22 and 
29.06.22) 
 

 WARD MEMBER(S) David Grant 
Bethia Thomas 

 APPLICANT Swanee River Ltd 
 OFFICER Susannah Mangion 

 

 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 Listed Building Consent subject to the following conditions: 

 
Standard 

 1. Commencement 3 years - Listed Building Consent 
2. Approved plans 
 
Prior to commencement 
3.  Details of thermal and acoustic insultation 
4: Schedule of interior repairs, alterations and materials 
 
Compliance 
5. Joinery details 
6: Works to match existing 

 

1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROPOSAL 
1.1 This application has been called to committee by the Planning Manager due to 

the presence of Council owned land at the rear (Southampton Street car park). 
The site of this application is the Red Lion public house, a grade II listed 

building dating from C17th and which is mentioned in the Thomas Hughes 
novel, ‘Tom Brown’s School Days’. The site lies in the Faringdon Conservation 
Area and occupies a corner location on Cornmarket and Brewery Passage. 
Part of the garden of the former Red Lion site is excluded from the current 
application and forms part of application for the former Budgens site (3-7 
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Marlborough Street) ref. P21/V3520/FUL which is currently under 
consideration. However, the current proposal would retain part of the external 
area.  
 

1.2 The site lies within the historic core of Faringdon and there are a number of 
other listed buildings in the vicinity, including the Corn Exchange (Old Council 
Chambers) to the north west of the site and the Old Town Hall in the Market 
Place which is grade II*listed. To the east and north are a number of listed 
buildings on Cornmarket including 1,2 and 8-10 Cornmarket.    
 

1.3 The Red Lion PH has been vacant since February 2020 when it last operated 
as a pub with three B&B letting bedrooms above. 
 

1.4 This application seeks listed building consent for a change of use of the 
premises to a mixed use development. The proposal involves the provision of 
two commercial units at ground floor comprising an office unit and a 
café/bakery with external seating space, and the creation of residential 
accommodation comprising two 2-bedroom flats at first floor level which would 
be served by a new external access. No off-road car parking provision is 
associated with the proposed development but cycle storage is proposed.   
 

1.5 The location plan is below and the application plans are attached at Appendix 
1. 

 
 

1.6 The application has been subject to re-consultation on the viability assessment 
received on 3 February 2022 and further to amended plans to address 
Conservation comments and to provide additional information in respect of bin 
and cycle storage. 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF CONSULTATIONS & REPRESENTATIONS 
2.1 The full version of all comments received is on the planning application pages 

of the council’s website, www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk  
 

2.2  Original 
 

Amendment 

Great Faringdon 
Town Council 

Support. Losing an historic 
pub is disappointing but the 
exterior will be unchanged 
and the ground floor is to be 
retained as commercial 
property. 
 

 

Conservation 
Officer 

No objection in principle. An 
amendment should be 
secured to retain door to 
Brewery Passage. 

 

 

 

3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 

3.1 P07/V0407/A - Approved (21/09/2007) 
Display of new signage 
 
P06/V1191/LB - Approved (12/09/2006) 
Internal structural alterations, minor demolition and new walls, new steel 
external stairs. 
 
P06/V1190 - Approved (12/09/2006) 
Internal alterations, demolition of some internal walls, formation of new walls, 
new raised floor to ground floor, new steel stair access, new floor and doors to 
undercroft. Demolition and rebuilding of external walls to first floor area and 
formation of 3 new letting bedrooms. 
 
P05/V0890/LB - Approved (09/08/2005) 
Refurbishment of landlords accommodation involving replacement of existing 
light weight room partition with new timber partition, boarding over existing 
windows to central void, forming new opening in existing partition wall, 
replacement of several internal doors and boarding over existing door to a 
second floor roof space. 
 
 

3.2 Pre-application History 
P21/V1702/PEM - Advice was provided on 26 July 2021 regarding the 
proposed change of use of the Red Lion Public House, to mixed use 
development of Use Class E on ground floor and Use Class C3 on first plus 
associated minor external alterations to window and door positions and 
landscaping. Details were available to view in association with the current 
planning application on the council’s website, www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk . 
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4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

4.1 The development is neither of sufficient scale, nor on the type of site, that 
would require an EIA.  
 

 
5.0 MAIN ISSUES 
5.1 Impact on the Listed Building 

Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990 requires a local planning authority to have special regard to the 
desirability of preserving a listed building or its setting or any features of special 
architectural or historic interest which it possesses. Policy CP39 of LPP1 
(Reviewed) requires new development to preserve and where possible 
enhance designated heritage assets and their setting in accordance with 
national guidance and legislation. This includes ensuring that vacant historic 
buildings are re-used as soon as possible to prevent deterioration. Policy DP38 
of LPP2 requires that development which alters or extends a listed building 
must preserve or enhance its special architectural or historic interest and 
significance. 
 

5.2 The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) contains advice on decision-
making involving heritage assets in paragraphs 194 – 208. Paragraph 197 of 
the NPPF advises account should be taken of the desirability of putting 
heritage assets to viable use, consistent with their conservation and the 
positive contribution they can make to the community and its vitality. 
 

5.3 The Red Lion public house is of historical significance due to: 
 

• It is a good example of the 17th Century vernacular buildings within the 
town 

• It is an important part of the composition and compact street pattern that 
forms the character of the Conservation Area 

• It has important group value in its setting alongside immediate 
neighbouring listed properties and within the street scene, 

• It is constructed of traditional materials that are characteristic of the 
local historic vernacular. 

• It is mentioned in the 1857 novel by Thomas Hughes, ‘Tom Brown’s 
School Days’. 

 
5.4 Some significance is attributed to the long-term use of the building as a public 

house. However, the conversion of the ground floor to a café/bakery business 
would retain an active commercial use. The conversion would retain the 
primary layout and structural fabric but would remove modern partitions 
installed in 2006. 
 

5.5 The residential conversion of the upper floors, from landlord accommodation 
with B&B units, which appears to have been under-utilised for some time, is 
acceptable in principle. The internal stair is not used as part of the application  
proposals but it would be boxed in to allow flexibility of reinstatement in future 
should it be required. The proposal layout predominantly follows the existing,  
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with , modern partitions dating from 2006 at the rear of the property removed 
and a new partition added to form unit 2. 
 

5.6 Externally, the existing unsightly fire escape stair would be replaced with a 
‘juliette’ balcony. Access to the residential flats would be taken via a new 
external stair and landing from the private garden area to the south which 
would be less visible and beneficial in heritage terms. 
 

5.7 In general, officers note the interest of the building has been compromised by 
previous alterations and accept it is in need of a viable use to secure the 
conservation of the building and therefore consider the change of use would 
better utilise available space. 
 

5.8 An amended scheme was submitted to address concerns in respect of the 
removal of the plank door to the proposed office.  
 

5.9 Therefore, there is no objection to the proposal on listed building grounds. As a 
listed building consent has to be implemented in accordance with the approved 
details, officers consider the plans themselves provide sufficient control over 
the approved works to ensure they are carried out as submitted. 

 
6.0 CONCLUSION 

6.1 3 Cornmarket is a grade II listed building. The proposal involves alterations to 
the former public house to mixed use comprising commercial uses at ground 
floor and residential accommodation above.  The proposals would, on balance, 
have a positive impact on the heritage asset and will ensure viable uses for the 
currently empty listed building.  

 
 The following planning policies have been taken into account: 

 
 Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 (LPP1) 

 
A Regulation 10A review for Local Plan Part 1 (LPP1) was completed in 
December 2021, evaluating LPP1’s policies for their consistency with national 
policy, considering current evidence and any relevant changes in local 
circumstances. The review shows that five years on, LPP1 (together with LPP2) 
continues to provide a suitable framework for development in the Vale of White 
Horse that is in overall conformity with government policy. 
 
CP37  -  Design and Local Distinctiveness 
 
CP39  -  The Historic Environment 
 
Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 (LPP2) 
 
DP36  -  Heritage Assets 
 
DP38  -  Listed Buildings 
 

 Faringdon Neighbourhood Plan 2016 
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4.7E Visual Impact  
 
Joint South Oxfordshire and Vale of White Horse Design Guide 
 
Equality Act, 2010 
The application has been assessed under Section 149 of the Equality Act. It is 
considered that no identified group will suffer discrimination as a result of the 
proposal. 
 
Human Rights Act, 1998 
The application has been assessed under the Human Rights Act, particularly 
Schedule 1, Part 1, Article 8 and Schedule 1, Part 2, Article 1. The objections of 
individuals have been weighed against the public interest and the 
recommendation made by officers is considered to be proportionate. 
 

Author: Susannah Mangion 
Contact No: 01235 422600 
Email: planning@whitehorsedc.gov.uk  
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 APPLICATION NO. P22/V1129/FUL 
 SITE 29 Colley Wood Kennington Oxford, OX1 5NF 
 PARISH KENNINGTON 
 PROPOSAL Change of use of the existing 6-person House 

in Multiple Occupation (HMO) (Use Class C4) to 
an 8-person HMO (Sui Generis) facilitated the 
extension of the dropped kerb. 
 
(Amendment to description agreed 03.08.22) 
 

 WARD MEMBER(S) Diana Lugova 
Bob Johnston 

 APPLICANT Tom Rourke 
 OFFICER Nathaniel Bamsey 

 

 
 RECOMMENDATION 
 Officers recommend that planning permission is granted subject to the 

following conditions: 
 

Standard 
1. Commencement 3 yrs - Full Planning Permission 
2. Approved plans 

 
Prior to occupation 
3. HY2[I] - Access in Accord.with Specified Plan (F) 
4. HY8[I] - Car Parking Spaces (Det.not shown) (Full) 
5. HY20[I] - Bicycle Parking (Full) 
6. RE29 - Refuse Storage (Full) 

 
Compliance 
7. Occupancy Condition 

 
Informatives 
8. INF17 - Works within the Highway 
9. HMO Licence Informative 

  
 
1.0 INTRODUCTION AND PROPOSAL 
1.1 This application is referred to Planning Committee at the request of Councillor 

Diana Lugova. 
 

1.2 The application site, 29 Colley Wood, has lawful use as a House in Multiple 
Occupation (HMO) authorised under Use Class C4. This authorises a HMO 
with occupation by up to six persons. The current application is for change of 
use to from Use Class C4 to an eight-person HMO, which is a sui generis, or 
unique, use. Four parking spaces will be provided, together with cycle and bin 
storage, and the existing dropped kerb will be extended for vehicular access. 
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1.3 The application site contains a detached house fronting the hammerhead at 

the end of a cul-de-sac in the village of Kennington. Neighbouring detached 
houses are to the north (nos 31, 33 and 35), south (no 27) and east (nos 23 
and 25). There is a marked local slope down towards the south. 
 

1.4 This application follows a refused application for change of use to a nine-
bedroom HMO (P21/V1821/FUL). An appeal against this decision was 
dismissed by an Inspector on 7 April 2022. 
 

1.5 The application description has been amended by agreement from that given 
on the application form. The form refers to an eight-bedroom HMO whereas 
the C4 use class, for which the house has lawful use, refers to six occupants 
rather than bedrooms. Therefore, as amended, permission is sought for an 
increase in the number of occupants from six to eight. The change to the 
description was agreed with the agent. 
 

1.6 A site location plan is provided below, and the plans are attached at Appendix 
1. The previous appeal decision is attached at Appendix 2 
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2.0 SUMMARY OF CONSULTATIONS & REPRESENTATIONS 
 

2.1 A summary of the responses received is set out below. Comments made can 
be viewed in full online at www.whitehorsedc.gov.uk.  
 
 
 

Kennington 
Parish Council  

Objects on the following grounds: 

 Lack of parking 

 Potential for up to 15 residents 

 Parking in the highway in this location would be 
dangerous 

 Use as a HMO would be harmful to character due to 
increased activity and vehicular movements. 
 

Vale - Highways 
Liaison Officer 
(Oxfordshire 
County Council)  

No objection subject to conditions 

 ‘This current application proposes the change of use 
of an existing 6-bed HMO to an 8-bed HMO facilitated 
with an extension to the dropped kerb to 
accommodate 4 on-plot car parking spaces. It should 
be noted that in the planning inspectorate’s decision 
for the previous application 
(ref,APP/V3120/W/21/3285789), specifically para 9 of 
the notice, a parking ratio of 0.5 spaces per room was 
adopted. On this basis, the provision of 4 on-plot 
parking spaces is deemed acceptable.’ 

 ‘Oxfordshire County Council as statutory consultee 
have liaised with the Local Planning Authority with 
regard to the number of occupants per room and have 
received confirmation that a condition limiting 1 
occupant per room will be stipulated in the event 
where planning permission is granted.’ 
 

Subsequent comments in response to residents’ 
highways consultant’s comments 

 The letter states that whilst the applicant for this 8-
bedroom HMO application has heeded the inspectors 
finding in relation to the on-site spaces and provided 
only four on-site parking spaces. This does not 
account for visitor parking. 
 
Section 2.3 of the currently adopted car parking 
standards states that HMOs shall be considered as a 
single dwelling for the purposes for assessing the 
required number of spaces. A dwelling with 4 or more 
bedrooms would require a maximum number of 2.1 
parking spaces (as quoted within the previous appeal 
decision). This translates to a parking ratio of 0.5 
spaces per room which is consistent with what the 
planning inspectorate had deemed appropriate. It 
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should be noted that section 2.4 of the adopted 
parking standards states that “Parking for visitors and 
operational needs are included in the figures.” It is 
therefore clear that the County Council’s adopted 
standards of 0.5 spaces per room takes into account 
visitors to the site. 

 

Environmental 
Protection Team 
  

No observations 
 

Waste 
Management 
Officer 

No objection with comment 

 The bin store plan shows 6 x 180L bins. Our recycling 
bins are 240L so are slightly wider. Refuse bins are 
180L. 
 

Private Sector 
Housing Team  

Comments 

 Most HMOs occupied by five or more people living in 
more than one household will require a HMO licence 
from the council and will be required to meet higher 
safety, facilities and amenity standards in order to 
comply with the conditions of the licence. 

 It should be noted that there is potential for the 
proposed 8-bedroom HMO to be occupied by up to 16 
people. Any bedrooms with a floor area of 10.22 
square meters or more could be occupied by two 
adults. 

 HMO licensing is only concerned with assessing the 
safety and suitability of a property for the proposed 
number of tenants, and cannot make provisions for 
broader environmental impacts a HMO may have on 
neighbouring properties and a neighbourhood (e.g. 
parking). 
 

Neighbours Objection (27 households) 

 Insufficient parking 

 Displaced parking into the highway 

 Access to cycle store is not practical 

 Harm to character of the area 

 Bin store is not large enough 

 Noise and disturbance 

 HMO licence could be issued for 15 people 

 Surface water flooding 
 

Jake Collinge 
(Planning 
consultant 
representing 
local residents) 

Object  

 The development could be occupied by 15 people 

 A condition limiting the number of occupants would not 
be enforceable 

 Insufficient parking 

 Harm to the character of the area 
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 Questions over the lawfulness of the works to the 
house and the validity of the lawful development 
certificate 

 Hardstanding to the front required planning 
permission. 
 

David Mason 
(Highways 
consultant 
representing 
local residents) 

Objection 

 Application description has been amended unilaterally 
by the local planning authority.  

 Occupancy condition is not enforceable 

 Inspector underestimated number of residents and the 
number of parking spaces required 

 There is no provision for visitors 

 Access to cycle parking is impractical  

 Displaced parking will hinder access by refuse, 
servicing and emergency vehicles  

 Flooding  

 
3.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 
3.1 P21/V1821/FUL - Refused (31/08/2021) - Appeal dismissed (07/04/2022) 

Change of use of the dwellinghouse (Use Class C3) to a 9-bed HMO (Sui 
Generis) facilitated the extension of the dropped kerb (Amended bin storage 
plan received 02 August 2021) 
 
P21/V1022/LDP - Approved (03/06/2021) 
Certificate of lawfulness of proposed use to convert an existing dwelling (C3) to 
a small House in Multiple Occupation (C4) to accommodate a maximum of 6 
people. 
 
P21/V0088/HH - Approved (04/03/2021) 
Two storey rear extension and fenestration change (Amended plan received 3 
February 2021- changing red boundary line amended) (Car parking plan 
received 4 March 2021) 

 
4.0 ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

 
4.1 The proposed development is not Schedule 1 or 2 development as defined by 

the Town and Country Planning (Environmental Impact Assessment) 
Regulations 2017, so an Environmental Impact Assessment is not required.  

 
5.0 MAIN ISSUES 

The main material planning considerations are the following: 
 

 Principle of the development 

 Access and parking 

 Impact on character and appearance of the area 

 Residential amenity 

 Waste and recycling 

 The proposed occupancy condition  
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5.1 Principle of the development 

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires that 
planning applications be determined in accordance with the development plan 
unless material considerations indicate otherwise. 
 

5.2 The Local Plan does not have any policies specifically relating to a change of 
use to a HMO. However, the site is within the built-up area of Kennington, a 
village defined by policy CP03 as a Larger Village where there is a presumption 
in favour of sustainable development in Larger Villages as per policies CP01 
and CP04. Therefore, provided there is no harm arising from the development 
and subject to the compliance with the development plan as a whole, officers 
consider the principle of the development is acceptable.  
 

5.3 Traffic, parking and highway safety 
Policies CP33, CP35, and CP37 of LPP1 and policy DP16 of LPP2 require 
development to provide safe and convenient access, sufficient car and cycle 
parking in line with Oxfordshire County Council standards and adequate 
provision for loading, unloading, circulation, servicing and vehicle turning. 
Development must also minimise the impact on the highway network and 
promote more sustainable modes of transport where appropriate. 
 

5.4 Paragraph 110 of the NPPF states that applications for new development 
should take up appropriate opportunities to promote sustainable transport 
modes and provide safe and suitable access to the site. Paragraph 111 states 
that development should only be prevented or refused on highways grounds if 
there would be an unacceptable impact on highway safety, or the residual 
cumulative impacts on the road network would be severe. 
 

5.5 The previous application was refused on the basis that insufficient parking had 
been provided to serve the proposed nine-bedroom HMO and this would lead 
to displaced parking on the hammerhead which is subject to verified on-street 
parking congestion. For a HMO, the County Highways Officer requires 0.5 
parking space per bedroom, rounded up where necessary to the nearest whole 
number. In dismissing the appeal, the Inspector considered five spaces would 
be required for the nine-bedroom HMO.  
 

5.6 The current application is supported by a parking plan showing four spaces to 
serve the eight residents. The Highways Officer does not object to the 
development as he considers the level of parking provision would accord with 
the approach of the Inspector to the appeal, ie 0.5 space per resident.  
 

5.7 Local residents have appointed planning and highways consultants to examine 
the application and they have raised concerns regarding the response of the 
Highways Officer. They point out that the Inspector referred to a nine-person 
HMO when the application description was for a nine-bedroom HMO. This 
distinction is important because each room of a HMO could potentially be 
licensed to be let out to two people provided it meets a minimum size as set out 
in the Housing Act 2004 (as amended). Therefore, the effect of an unrestricted 
permission for an eight-bedroom HMO on the application site would be that up 
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to 15 residents could live there, because all but one of the rooms meets the 
minimum size to be licensed for two people. Consequently, following the 
Inspector’s reasoning. 0.5 space for each resident would require seven and a 
half spaces, rounded up to eight in total. 
 

5.8 This application’s description refers to an eight-person HMO but without a 
condition restricting the number of residents, as per the court decisions in  I'm 
Your Man Ltd v SSE & North Somerset DC [1999] and Wood v SSCLG & the 
Broads Authority [2015], a breach of planning control would not occur unless 
the number of residents resulted in a material change of use of the building 
through intensification. This is likely to mean significantly more than eight 
persons before a material change of use is triggered, Therefore, for the number 
of residents to be limited to eight, officers consider a condition must be 
imposed.  
 

5.9 Officers are of the opinion that, in this instance, a condition restricting the 
rooms to single occupancy does meet the six tests for the use of a planning 
condition from the NPPF. This is explained in more detail towards the end of 
this report. With this recommended condition applied the number of residents 
would be limited to eight. 
 

5.10 The local residents’ highways consultant states that the parking requirement of 
0.5 space per resident does not account for visitor parking. However, in 
response the Highways Officer states that the current adopted standards treat 
a HMO as a single dwelling, and the standards include provision for visitors, so 
visitors have been accounted for. On this basis, the Highways Officer has 
maintained his position that the parking provision is acceptable.  
 

5.11 Officers consider that, subject to the recommended occupancy condition, four 
car parking spaces would be sufficient. This is consistent with the Inspector’s 
decision on the appeal. As sufficient parking would be provided there should be 
no harm to highway safety through displaced parking within the highway, 
notwithstanding the on-street parking issue. 
 

5,12 Concerns have also been raised by local residents that the extended dropped 
kerb will mean that parking for no 27 is lost. However, the Highways Officer has 
not raised any objection to this aspect and, as the road is not classified, 
planning permission for an extended kerb would not be required.  
 

5.13 Cycle storage is shown to the rear of the property. A condition requiring details 
of this cycle parking is recommended to ensure it complies with standards. 
Concerns have been raised that access to the rear of the property, alongside 
the house, is restricted such that it would be impractical to bring a bicycle 
through to the proposed store. The width of the side path is approximately 1m 
and officers consider this is sufficient to allow for relatively easy movement of 
bicycles to and from the cycle store. Therefore, subject to the agreement of the 
cycle parking storage details, officers consider sustainable modes of transport 
will be encouraged. 
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5.14 To conclude, in the absence of an objection from the Highways Officer, and 
subject to the recommended conditions, officers consider the application 
complies with policies CP33, 35, 37 and DP16 as adequate and safe access is 
achieved, adequate parking is proposed, the local highway network will not be 
harmed and sustainable modes of transport are encouraged.  
 

5.15 Design and character 
Policy CP37 of LPP1 requires development to be of high quality, visually 
attractive design that responds positively to the site and its surroundings with 
appropriate scale, height, details and materials. 
 

5.16 There are no changes proposed to the house itself, so the assessment as to 
the impact on design and character rests on the impact of the change of use 
and the ancillary development of the parking area and the bin and cycle stores. 
 

5.17 There is approximately 10% more hardstanding proposed on the frontage than 
in the appeal scheme, to allow for the less constrained parking layout. Almost 
all of the site frontage is shown to be surfaced. Currently, approximately 65% of 
the existing frontage is surfaced. In the appeal scheme this would have risen to 
approximately 85% of the frontage. The extent of hard surface was not 
criticised by the Inspector in the appeal and, in consequence, the inference is 
that it was considered to be acceptable. Given the comparatively small amount 
of additional hard surface now proposed, officers do not consider that the 
impact of the extent of proposed hard surface on the character and appearance 
of the area is sufficient to be harmful.  
 

5.18 Details have been provided of the proposed bin store. This is a relatively simple 
structure and its size and position, beside the detached garage of the 
neighbouring property, will prevent it being harmful to the local area. The cycle 
store is to be located within the rear garden which will prevent any harm to 
visual amenity.  
 

5.19 Comments have been received claiming that the extension to the driveway is 
already implemented and the extension to it requires planning permission as it 
is an engineering operation that goes beyond what is permitted by the GPDO. 
However, having visited the site, and made comparisons with the former 
frontage, officers are satisfied that the works are not an engineering operation. 
This is because only a relatively small amount of levelling is required, and 
officers consider this falls within the rights given by Class F of the GPDO. 
Therefore, officers consider weight should be given to this fallback position.   
 

5.20 Therefore, for the reasons explained above, officers consider the proposal 
does not cause harm to the character or appearance of the area, and so 
complies with policy CP37. 
 

5.21 Residential Amenity 
The impact of development on neighbouring properties is controlled by policy 
DP23 of the Local Plan. This policy requires development proposals to 
demonstrate that they will not result in significant adverse impacts on the 
amenity of neighbouring uses 
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5.22 There are no changes proposed to the house itself so, given the low height of 

the proposed bin and cycle stores, officers consider there will be no harm to 
neighbours through overshadowing, overdominance or visual intrusion. The 
first-floor windows will be left as existing so there will be no additional 
overlooking and no harmful loss of privacy caused. 
 

5.23 The use of the building as an eight-person HMO will increase the activity 
generated by the building as there will be more comings and goings than the 
existing lawful use for a six-person HMO. However, this consideration was not 
a problem identified by the Inspector with the nine-person appeal scheme, and 
so officers consider harm is unlikely to occur, subject to the recommended 
single occupancy condition.  
 

5.24 The use of the HMO will require a licence from the council. This licencing 
regime controls matters including that sufficient space and amenities are 
provided for the residents. Therefore, it would not be reasonable to impose 
higher standards than required for a licence and, in the absence of an objection 
from the private housing team, officers consider that the internal layout will 
provide sufficient amenity for the intended residents. The property benefits from 
a rear garden of approximately 150 sq.m, which will provide an acceptable 
private amenity space for the intended occupiers. 
 

5.25 Officers consider both neighbouring residents and the future occupiers of the 
HMO are likely to enjoy an acceptable level of amenity, and as such it is 
considered that the development accords with policy DP23.  
 

5.26 Waste and recycling  
Policy DP28 of LPP2 states that all development proposals will be expected to 
be consistent with the Council’s Waste Planning Guidance. Development 
proposals for residential use must ensure sufficient space is provided for the 
storage of individual or communal recycling and refuse containers, and access 
is provided that is safe for residents and for refuse and recycling collection 
vehicles. Development will not be permitted if appropriate recycling and refuse 
provision cannot feasibly or practicably be provided. 
 

5.27 The application plans feature a bin store to the front of the property. The 
council’s Waste Management Officer was consulted on this application, and 
has identified that the bins shown on the plans do not match the size of the 
bins provided by the council. Therefore, officers recommend a condition 
requiring details of the bin store to be submitted prior to the first use of the 
development to ensure the bin store can adequately store the bins to be 
provided.  
 

5.28 Comments have been received raising concerns about access for refuse 
vehicles being blocked, but as it is considered that sufficient parking has been 
provided for the development, officers consider access for waste collection is 
acceptable. Overall, the proposal complies with policy DP28. 
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5.29 The Proposed Occupancy Condition 
The Highways Officer does not object to the development on the grounds of 
lack of parking subject to the rooms being occupied by no more than one 
person. The planning and highways consultants representing local residents 
have stated that they do not consider that such a condition would meet the six 
tests for conditions from the NPPF and they have included an appeal decision 
where an Inspector concluded the same. 
 

5.30 
 
 
 
 
5.31 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
5.32 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.33 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.34 
 
 
 
 
5.35 
 
 
 
 

The recommended condition shall read as follows: 
 

Each bedroom within the development hereby permitted shall be 
let to one person only and there shall be no double occupancy. 

 
The six tests for conditions from the NPPF are that they must be: 
 

 Necessary 

 Relevant to planning 

 Relevant to the development 

 Enforceable  

 Precise  

 Reasonable in all other respects 
 

Officers consider the condition would meet these tests for the following 
reasons. 
 
Necessity  
Officers consider the condition is necessary as, in the absence of the condition, 
the number of potential residents in the HMO would mean that the level of 
parking provided would be insufficient and this could lead to parking being 
displaced into the highway which has previously been found to be harmful by 
the council and an appeal Inspector. 
 
Relevance to planning 
The condition is considered to be related to planning as despite the fact there is 
a separate licensing scheme for HMOs, this cannot consider factors such as 
parking in determining whether to grant a licence. Therefore, restricting the 
number of residents in the interests of highway safety does not duplicate nor 
exceed the control given by the licensing regime and parking and highway 
safety are clearly factors material to planning. 
 
Relevance to the development 
The condition is relevant to the development as the additional parking required 
is directly related to the increased number of occupants caused by the 
proposed change of use.  
 
Enforceability  
The courts have held in Bizony v SSE [1976] JPL 306 and Bromsgrove DC v 
SSE [1988] JPL 257 that the test of enforceability of a condition is not whether 
it would be difficult but whether it would be impossible.  
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5.36 
 
 
 
 
 
5.37 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.38 
 
 
 
 
 
 
5.39 
 
 
 
 
5.10 
 
 
 
 
 

Submissions from the independent planning and highways consultants both 
state that they consider it would not be possible to enforce against a condition 
requiring single occupancy. An appeal decision has also been provided where 
the Inspector did not consider it would be possible to sufficiently define and 
interpret the meaning of ‘occupant’ (Appeal ref APP/H2265/W/16/3165882).  
 
Officers consider it would be possible to enforce a condition requiring the 
rooms to be let to a single person. This is consistent with a very recent appeal 
decision in Botley whereby an Inspector imposed such a condition in allowing 
an appeal against a refusal of planning permission 
(APP/V3120/W/21/3287016). In reaching this decision, the Inspector was 
clearly satisfied that this condition was enforceable. Officers are aware of at 
least one other recent appeal decision where the Inspector concluded that a 
restriction on the number of occupants of a HMO was enforceable 
(APP/N5090/C/19/3233746). 
 
The council publishes a public record of licensed HMO properties. This register 
states the number of residents the property is licensed for, which would allow 
an enforcement officer to check the licensed number of residents against the 
requirements of the condition. Given this, and other investigatory measures 
that are potentially available, officers consider it is not impossible to enforce an 
occupancy condition.  
 
Precision  
The condition is precise as it is clear that the rooms may only be let to one 
individual, and it is therefore obvious to the applicant as to how they must 
comply.  
 
Is the condition reasonable? 
The condition is reasonable as it serves a clear planning purpose and it is not 
overly restrictive or onerous to the applicant, particularly given the planning 
statement submitted with the application indicates the applicant will accept 
such a condition.  
 

6.0 CONCLUSION 
 

6.1 The development is acceptable in principle and subject to the recommended 
condition officers consider there will be no harm to visual amenity, highway 
safety or neighbours. Therefore, officers conclude that the application accords 
with the development plan and the NPPF and recommend that planning 
permission is granted subject to the recommended conditions.   

 
 The following planning policies have been taken into account: 

 
Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 1 policies: 

 CP01  -  Presumption in Favour of Sustainable Development 
CP03  -  Settlement Hierarchy 
CP04  -  Meeting Our Housing Needs 
CP33  -  Promoting Sustainable Transport and Accessibility 
CP35  -  Promoting Public Transport, Cycling and Walking 
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CP37  -  Design and Local Distinctiveness 
 
Vale of White Horse Local Plan 2031 Part 2 policies: 
DP16  -  Access 
DP23  -  Impact of Development on Amenity 
DP28  -  Waste Collection and Recycling 
 

 National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
 
Planning Practice Guidance (PPG) 
 
Joint Design Guide SPD (2022) 
 
Equalities Act 2010 
The proposal has been assessed against section 149 of the Equalities Act. It is 
considered that no identified group will suffer discrimination as a result of this 
proposal. 
 
Human Rights Act, 1998 
The application has been assessed against Schedule 1, Part 1, Article 8, and 
against Schedule 1, Part 2, Article 1 of the Human Rights Act, 1998. The harm 
to individuals has been balanced against the public interest and the officer 
recommendation is considered to be proportionate. 
 
 
Author: Nathaniel Bamsey 
Contact No: 01235 422600 
Email: planning@whitehorsedc.gov.uk  
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https://www.gov.uk/planning-inspectorate 

Appeal Decision 
Site visit made on 18 March 2022 

by James Blackwell LLB (Hons) PgDip

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State 

Decision date: 07 April 2022 

Appeal Ref: APP/V3120/W/21/3285789 

29 Colley Wood, Kennington, Oxford OX1 5NF 
• The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990

against a refusal to grant planning permission.

• The appeal is made by Mr Tom Rourke against the decision of Vale of White Horse

District Council.

• The application Ref P21/V1821/FUL, dated 22 June 2021, was refused by notice dated

31 August 2021.

• The development proposed is a change of use of the dwellinghouse (Use Class C3) to a

9-bed HMO (Sui Generis) facilitated [by] the extension of the dropped kerb.

Decision 

1. The appeal is dismissed.

Applications for Costs 

2. An application for costs has been made by Mr Tom Rourke against Vale of
White Horse District Council. This is the subject of a separate decision.

Preliminary Matters 

3. Since determination of the planning application, the 2019 iteration of the
National Planning Policy Framework (Framework) has been superseded. I am

satisfied that the updates to the Framework do not materially affect its content
insofar as it is relevant to the main issues of this appeal. I have therefore
determined this appeal with regard to the current version, published in July

2021.

4. A Lawful Development Certificate (LDC) was granted by the Council in respect

of the appeal property in June 20211. The LDC confirmed the lawfulness of a
change of use of the property from a dwellinghouse to a 6-bedroom House in

Multiple Occupation (HMO). Whilst the LDC is a matter of fact, the proposed 9-
bedroom HMO requires a separate assessment with due regard to relevant
planning policy. Any concerns regarding the validity or lawfulness of the LDC

are beyond the scope of this appeal.

Main Issue 

5. Whilst the Council has cited two separate reasons for refusal in its decision,
both ultimately concern highway safety. The main issue is therefore the effect
of the proposed development on highway safety, with particular regard to

parking provision.

1 P21/V1022/LDP approved on 3 June 2021 

Appendix 2
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Appeal Decision APP/V3120/W/21/3285789
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Reasons 

6. Policy CP35 of the Council’s Local Plan 2031 (Part 1) says adequate parking for 
new developments should be delivered in accordance with Oxfordshire County 

Council’s published standards. Whilst the Council’s decision did not name the 
standards, I have been provided with the “Transport for New Developments, 
Parking Standards for New Residential Developments (December 2011)” 

(Parking Standards), which have been referred to in the parties’ 
representations.  

7. The Parking Standards say that HMOs shall be considered as a single dwelling 
for the purpose of assessing the required number of spaces. For a dwelling with 
4 or more bedrooms, the guidance specifies a maximum number of 2.1 parking 

spaces. As highlighted by the appellant, in practice this would equate to a 
requirement of 3 parking spaces once rounded up. Nonetheless, paragraph 

A.11 of the Parking Standards goes on to say that “where 7 or more occupants 
are proposed [in an HMO] in an area where parking congestion occurs, then the 
Council may require additional spaces to ensure that a suitable and appropriate 

number of spaces are provided”. As the proposed HMO would have 9 occupiers, 
a greater number of parking spaces could conceivably be required as per this 

guidance.  

8. In terms of location, the appeal property fronts on to a turning area that is 
located at the end of a relatively quiet cul-de-sac. Notwithstanding the content 

of the appellant’s Transport Survey (and the availability of nearby parking 
spaces), photo evidence submitted by local residents does demonstrate that 

this turning area is prone to becoming congested, owing to the extent of on-
street parking. This was evident on my site visit. As a result, any additional 
parking pressure within this section of the road could conceivably exacerbate 

these congestion issues.  

9. Whilst the shared living survey2 cited by the appellant found that 53% of HMO 

occupiers do not actually own a car, 58% (being the majority of respondents), 
said they do in fact commute to work by car. The survey results go on to say 
that “parking availability needs to be considered for at least half the occupants 

of a house, on average”. I consider these findings would be broadly accurate in 
terms of the appeal property itself, as whilst its location does offer reasonable 

access to public transport links and other local services within Kennington, 
given its distance from the centre of Oxford, it is likely that there would be a 
degree of reliance on private vehicle use among its occupiers. On this basis, 

the development would require 4.5 parking spaces to serve its 9 occupiers, 
equating to 5 spaces in real terms (once rounded up). 

10. Although the proposal does seek to provide 5 on-site car parking spaces in 
conjunction with the development, when factoring in clear and obstructed 

access to the bin and bicycle storage, the swept path analysis demonstrates 
that an average sized car accessing or egressing the southern-most parking 
space would not be able to do so without impinging on the adjacent space. This 

is due to the stepped boundary alignment along the southern side of the 
driveway. This means it is unlikely that all 5 spaces could be used in tandem 

without excessive or awkward manoeuvring. In practice, I therefore consider 
the site would only be capable of accommodating 4 useable on-site parking 
spaces.  

 
2 The Shared Living Survey, Prepared by Matt Baker, June 2020 
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11. This means the development would leave a shortfall of at least one on-site 

parking space. This also does not factor in any visitors to the 9 occupiers of the 
HMO, which would invariably increase demand. As such, this shortfall could be 

even more significant, and poses a clear risk in terms of cars being displaced 
on to surrounding road network for parking.  

12. Irrespective of the availability of spaces within 200m of the appeal property, it 

is likely that occupiers (and visitors) would seek to park their vehicles as close 
to the appeal property as possible for convenience and security reasons. This 

would most likely be within or near to the adjacent turning area. Were this to 
occur, the existing congestion issues within this section of the cul-de-sac would 
be exacerbated, making turning and manoeuvring even more difficult. In turn, 

this would risk conflict between vehicles, cyclists and/or pedestrians, which 
would be to the detriment of highway safety. 

13. Although alluded to above, whilst the proposal could make adequate provision 
for bin and bicycle storage, it is essential that clear and unobstructed access 
would be provided to these facilities, to ensure they would be properly useable. 

In this instance, the space required to ensure adequate access to these 
facilities would impinge on the space proposed for parking. Conversely, if the 5 

parking spaces were provided as originally proposed, adequate arrangements 
for bicycle and bin storage could not readily be facilitated (a factor which would 
then weigh similarly on this decision).  

14. For these reasons, I consider that the development would fail to provide 
sufficient parking for 9 occupiers, and in turn vehicles would risk being 

displaced on to the surrounding road network to the detriment of highway 
safety. The development would therefore conflict with Policies CP33 and CP35 
of the Council’s Local Plan 2031 (Part 1), which seek to ensure new 

development provides adequate parking and does not harm the wider road 
network.   

Conclusion 

15. The development would conflict with the development plan as a whole and 
there are no other considerations, including the provisions of the Framework, 

that would outweigh this finding. The appeal is therefore dismissed. 

James Blackwell  

INSPECTOR 
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